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Editorial Discusses State Budget, Foreign Debt 
Repayment 
42000259c Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
3 Feb 88 pp 3. 4 

[Text] Minister of Finance Radius Prawiro, in reply to 
Parliament concerning the Draft State Budget (KAPBN) 
for 1988/89 here, gave details of Indonesia's foreign 
debts, which can provide a better perspective of this 
problem. The most important points of the details are: 

—Indonesia’s foreign debts on 30 September 1987 
totalled U.S.$35.2 billion. 

—0Of the total, Japan has the biggest share i.e. 32 percent, 
followed by the United States 7 percent, West Germany 
6 percent, France 4 percent, Holland 3 percent, the 
World Bank 16 percent and ADB 3 percent 

—80 percent of the loans are soft-term and semi soft- 
term, while the rest bear commercial terms. 

—Foreign aid that can be converted into the rupiah has 
a grace period of 7-10 years and must be repaid in 15-20 
years. This t) pe of loan is derived from Japan, the World 
Bank and ADB. 

—The loans already drawn so far constitute around 70 
percent of the total amount that has been approved. 

First of all we should remember that the details given by 
the Finance Minister involve the composition of foreign 
debts, rather than the composition of foreign debt ser- 
vicing and interest payment to be realised this year. 

Though the difference may be slight, it is most likely that 
the debts and debt instalment will not be precisely the 
same in their compositions. However, the details of 
foreign debts provide a main outline on the composiiion 
of debt instalments this year. 

Another equally important aspect is that the profile of 
our foreign debts, 80 percent of which are soft-term and 
semi sofi-term loans, is very favourable. The terms 
concern a long repayment time and its grace period, and 
a low interest rate. It means that the increase of instal- 
ments and interest to be paid from. year to year normally 
will not be very big. The largest portion of the increased 
obligation of foreign debt servicing and interest payment 
comprises the result of the U.S.$ exchange rate slump. 
The Finance Minister indicated for instance that during 
the period from March 1985 through September 1987, 
the total of foreign debts increased by U.S.$14 billion; of 
the increase, U.S.$9.3 billion was made up of the result 
of the U.S.$ value decline. Indeed, the U.S. dollar value 
began to drop steadily in September 1985, after the 
governments of five industrialised countries (which later 
became seven) agreed to intervene in order to lower the 
U.S.$ exchange rate, then regarded as too high. But at 
present the U.S.$ value has slumped by around 50 

INDONESIA ! 

percent and the industrialised nations are facing diffi- 
culty in preventing its further decline. In the tast few 

days the U.S.$ value has only been registered at about 
127 yen. 

The government has stressed that Indonesia will not seek 
rescheduling in the debts repayment. Such a request is 
feared to reduce Indonesia’s creditworthiness so that it 
will lessen capital inflow, not only government capital 
but also private capital (investments). It seems that the 

government is trying to reduce the debt servicing obliga- 
tion in other ways. The methods may vary, so is the case 
with the capacities and capabilities of the respective 
donor countries. Canada, for example, has agreed to 
convert part of Indonesia’s debts into grants. Other 
countries may agree e.g. to calculate the debts repayment 
on the basis of the exchange rate effective at the time of 
the signing of the aid accords concerned. In these ways 
the amount of debts settlement can thus be reduced, but 
Indonesia will not be included in the same “class” as 
Latin American countries. 

At the current stage the problem of foreign debts in fact 
constitutes a very central issue. Therefore Parliament as 
well as the general public rightly focus their attention on 
this problem. The most important thing is that all 
thoughts should be mobilised to seek a solution to this 
question without being overcome by panic. In the past, 
when fear arose about the shortage of rupiahs for State 
Budget (APBN) realisation, one’s thought was directly 
led towards the possibility of rupiah devaluation. But 
since the foreign debt servicing obligation has now 
involved Rp10.6 trillion while oil/gas receipts are only 
put at Rp8.8 trillion, rupiah devaluation will only 
increase the burden of APBN. From whatever points of 
view, the most essential thing to ensure the realisation of 
APBN is austerity and efficient use of every rupiah that 
can be pooled into the budget. There is no more room for 
corruption, wasteful spendings and leakages. 

/9604 

Debt Rescheduling Debate Subject of BUSINESS 
NEWS Editorial 
42000259a Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
29 Jan 88 p 2 

[Text] Since the announcement of the Draft State Budget 
(RAPBN) for 1988/89, the debate over whether Indone- 
sia’s foreign debts need rescheduling has become lively. 
The government position is that rescheduling is unnec- 
essary because it will spoil the confidence of the inter- 
national banking world in Indonesia. The spectre of 
devaluation will reappear if such confidence is reduced. 

There is some “advice” from creditor nations, especially 
Japan, that Indonesia should refrain from seeking debt 
rescheduling because it may later be included in the 
category of such countries as Argentina, Brazil and 
Chile, and become “less respectable” and less creditwor- 
thy. It is better to pay instalments on time, and if 
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Indonesia is in a very difficult position, Japan and 

several other creditors can provide assistance in another 

way. For instance, last year Japan extended untied 
non-project EXIM Bank credits. The Asian Develop- 
ment Bank also provided ordinary loans to support 
non-oil/gas exports, and the IMF made available standby 

credits. 

Critics have emphasized that the burden of debt instal- 
ments is too great (U.S.$6.5 billion for 1988/89) so that 
development interests are sacrificed. The development 
budget becomes smaller than debt instalments: oil/gas 
receipts are not sufficient to repay debts either. This is 
going too far, they said. The government's development 
budget can no longer guarantee sufficient investments to 
support the growth rate of around 5 percent per annum. 
The economic growth rate has since 1982 failed to reach 
4 percent per annum so that the target of the Fourth 
Five-Year Plan cannot be achieved. Hence efforts should 
be made to reduce the amount of debt servicing and 
interest payment. Indonesia is not to blame for the major 
appreciation of the Yen against the U.S.$, but Indonesia 
becomes its victim. This country’s foreign debts has 
increased by more than U.S.$1 billion only due to the 
appreciation of the Yen, Mark, etc. 

Non government and banking circles abroad mostly 
sympathize with the problem Indonesia is facing, as one 
of the debt burden issues to be shouldered by the 
developing countries especially in Latin America. The 
problem of foreign debt crises of these developing 
nations has affected the economic health of the United 
States. Why have U.S. exports failed to increase consid- 
erably despite the mayor dollar value decline? It is among 
others because the developing countries in Latin Amer- 
ica can no longer buy capital goods from the United 
States owing to the lack of funds. They have stopped 
their regular debt repayment. As a result, U.S. banks no 
longer issue new credits, until there is a settlement with 
the support of the U.S. Government. 

Back to Indonesia, there 1s a reason why the path 
pursued by the government at present is the best. The 
IMF Director, who has just visited Indonesia, also shares 
the same view. 

Indonesia stresses the way-out through the promotion of 
its exports, oil/gas as well as non-oil/gas. If exports can be 
boosted, the debt-service-ratio will again decline. 

Oil/gas exports this year may be limited by prices and 
export quota. However, the production capacity should 
be kept high so that if bigger exports are required, the 
capacity is there. Indonesia's production may drop if the 
incentives for exploration, development and production 
are no longer adequate. So the regime of incentives in the 
oil/gas sector should be adjusted to the current situation 
and if necessary such stimulants should be increased. 

INDONESIA 

Oil/gas exports are being stimulated with all kinds of 
deregulation following the devaluation of 1986. A fol- 
low-up of this deregulation is absolutely required to 
restructure the Indonesian economy so that oil/gas as 
well as non-oil/ gas exports can increase rapidly. 

If this year Indonesia, for instance, has its burden 
relieved by the creditor nations through debt reschedul- 
ing, it will lead an easier life. But such psychology can 
induce reluctance of “laziness” to carry on difficult 
home wu-k. 

Hence within | to 2 years it is better for us to prove that 
we are capable of repaying all debts and restructuring the 
policy pattern towards a healthier economy. If we suc- 
ceed, it will be easier to talk about rescheduling or 
increased aid. South Korea also underwent the same 
difficulty several years ago, but today it is capable of 
reducing its foreign debts. 

/9604 

Oil Well Cement Exported to Malaysia 
42000259d Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
3 Feb 88 p7 

[Text] A ceremony marking the first export of oil well 
cement was held here recently, attended by Director 
General for Base Chemical Industry Ir. Sidharta. The 
first export of this commodity went to Malaysia. 

PT Semen Cibinong, one of the cement producers in 
Indonesia, has won an international tender for the sup- 
ply of 60,000 tons of oil well cement to Shell Sarawak 
Berhard (SSB) in Malaysia. It has been agreed that PT 
Semen Cibinong will ship around 1,000 tons of oil well 
cement to Malaysia every month in 5 years. 

The price has been fixed at U.S.$85/metric ton C & F, 
and it will be reviewed after the second year, Ir. Achmat 
Slamet of the board of directors of PT Semen Cibinong 
said on the occasion. 

Shell Sarawak Berhard has signed a contract with Kago 
Petroleum Sdn Berhard, which has been appointed as a 
representative for the marketing of oil well cement from 
Indonesia in Malaysia. 

PT Semen Cibinong has been able to meet the domestic 
demand for oil well cement. The domestic sales of the 
product by the company reached over 20,000 tons in 
1984, but since then the sales volume has kept declining, 
and was registered at only 12,000 tons last year, because 
of the slackening of oil exploration activities in the 
country. The selling price of oil well cement on the 
domestic market is U.S.$100/ton. 

Besides PT Semen Cibinong, there are two other cement 
plants which produce oil well cement in Indonesia. 

/9604 
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Exports to Vietnam Growing 
42000259h Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
5 Feb 88 p 12 

[Text] Indonesia's exports to Vietnam remain small but 
continue to go up. According to data presented by the 
Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS), the export value 
stood at U.S.$14,000 in 1980, nil in 1981 and 1982, 
U.S.$360,000 in 1983, U.S.$1,980,000 in 1984, 
U.S.$4,894,000 in 1985, U.S.$29,267,000 in 1986 and 
U.S.$12,250,000 in the first 9 months of 1987. 

The drastic increase in Vietnam's imports from Indone- 
sia in 1986 was due to the first purchases of rice and 
cement from this country. Vietnam's imports of cement, 
rice and urea fertilizer from Indonesia in 1986 were 
worth U.S.$27.8 million, about 93.3 percent of the value 
of Indonesia's total exports to that country. 

Indonesia's fertilizer supply to Vietnam jumped from 
35,900 tons worth U.S.$3,534,000 in 1985 to 135,673 
tons valued at U.S.$11,528,000 in 1986, while the first 
shipment of cement to the country in 1986 was 66,400 
tons worth U.S.$1,562,000. 

/9604 

FRG Minister on Industrialization Prospects 
42000259f Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
17 Feb 88 p 7 

[Text] Indonesia has come to the doorstep of industrial- 
ization after finishing the first stage of industrial devel- 
opment, heading for a new position as an industrialized 
country, German Minister of Economic Affairs Dr Mar- 
thin Bangemann stated after he met with President 
Soeharto at Bina Graha here recently. 

The industrialization stage, with the support of self- 
sufficiency in several agricultural products, will lead to 
the development of modern technology, according to the 
German minister. 

President Soeharto, according to Bangemann, has hailed 
the proposal for the promotion of cooperation in the 
economic sector between Indonesia and West Germany. 
The President has promised to discuss the proposal at 
the sessions of Kabinct Pembangunan V (fifth develop- 
ment cabinet), he said. 

The proposed cooperation, he explained, inc! udes devel- 
opment in the industrial sector, particularly, the combi- 
nation between traditio-al technology and modern 
equipment as well as the expansion of joint ventures to 
new businesses such as the tourism industry. 

President Soeharto has also promised to give the details 
of cooperation between the two countries after the estab- 
lishment of the new cabinet, Bangemann went on. 

INDONESIA 

West Germany once offered to Indonesia cooperation in 
the energy subsector, he said, adding that Indonesia was 
rich in potential energy sources such as oil and coal. 

He expressed the hope that the new cabinet would also 

discuss cooperation between the two countries in the 
energy sub-sector. He disclosed that cooperation in the 
electricity, sea-communications and other fields had 
been discussed at his meeting with Indonesian coordina- 
tor minister of economic, financial and industrial affairs. 

/9604 

Wardhana: New Cabinet To Continue Economic 
Policy 
42000259¢ Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
17 Feb 88 p 7 

[Text] Ali Wardhana stated at the IInd Conference on 
Promotion of German Trade in the Asia-Pacific region 
here recently that the new cabinet would in the coming 
Pelita V (fifth five-year development plan, |989/90- 
1993/94) continue the stable and sound economic policy 

which had over the past 20 years got support from other 
countries, including West Germany and multilateral 
financial institutions. 

Therefore, foreign investors should not be doubtful to 
make investments in Indonesia as the sending back of 
profits to the originating countries will not be limited, he 
revealed. He also made clear that deregulation, debureau- 
cratisation and economic reform would be continued. 

On the occasion, the minister of economic, financial and 
industrial affairs elaborated the details of positive and 
negative aspects of the Indonesian economy. Indonesia 
is a country which has an economic advantage in Asia; 
therefore, foreign investments in this country rose by 77 
percent in 1987 compared with those in the previous 
year, he pointed out. 

Upheavals in the development of the currency exchange 
in the world has over the past 2 years had an impact on 
Indonesia's foreign debts, causing the sudden swelling in 
the amount of external debts by U.S.$9 billion to 
U.S.$35.2 billion, that have burdened over half of the 
1988/89 budget, he said. Despite the heavy debt burden, 
Indonesia is determined to repay its external debts in 
time and not to seek rescheduling in debt servicing, he 
stressed. 

He disclosed that Indonesia used foreign debts only to 
finance development projects and not for other govern- 
ment’s expenditures nor for the repayment of old ex- 
ternal debts. 
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Such a policy has brought Indonesia to a good credit 
rating level, that has enabled the country to receive 
sofi-term loans from various countries and financial 
institutions, he explained. Only 20 percent of Indone- 
sia’s foreign loans come from commercial banks, he 
added. 

(9604 
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42000259e Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
5 Feb 88 p 2 

[Text] The headlines in various newspapers reading 
“President chairs last cabinet session on EKUIN (eco- 
nomic, financial and industrial affairs—ed.),” “Presi- 
dent thanks several ministers,” etc. are drawing public 
attention and dramatizing a major political change 
which 1s about to take place. 

Will « happen this way? The consequence is indeed 
great, especially in the economic sector. If an economic 
cabinet with a different composition of personnel and a 
different characteristic later emerges, will there be a new 
direction or pattern of the economic policy’ Politically 
ignorant business circles are readily filled with anxiety 
and fear. 

As a rule, if the business circles are gripped by such 
anxiety, their behaviour will also become speculative, 
or at least they will adopt a wait-and-see attitude, 
which means that major decisions are suspended. 
What they always fear is the stability of the rupiah 
value over the short term. Rumours have now started 
circulating on the possibility of devaluation around 
March. As a result, businessmen who for some time 
have not cared about buying swaps to safeguard their 
foreign loans, now do not dare to be careless for a fairly 
long period. If all private (usually domestic) business- 
men do not buy swaps, the average capital cost will 
again increase under such rumours and the realisation 
of various investment plans will be postponed until the 
situation calms down. For instance, they will put off 
thei, projects until April. 

The short delay in itself does not bear a serious 
consequence, but all this clearly indicates that the basis 
of confidence in Indonesia's economic developments is 
not strong enough yet. This basis of confidence can 
easily be shaken by the various rumours or specula- 
tions. Such a condition does not guarantee optimal 
economic growth. 

Is there any reason to feel worried about the new 
composition and direction of the government in the 
economic sector? By common sense, there is no reason. 

INDONESIA 

All estimates will naturally be based on the figure who 
will become the next president, because in Indonesia it 
is the president who acts as the head of government 
and ministers are (Gnly) his assistants. With regard to 
this, it seems that President Socharto will predictably 
be reelected. 

If President Soecharto again becomes the head of state 
and head of government, will, or can, the pattern or 
direction of the (economic) policy change? It certainly 
can, and formally 1 depends greatly on the new GBHN 
(state policy outlines). 

However, we are aware that the new GBHN practically 
constitutes a continuation of the previous policy out- 
lines. The Trilogy of Development, for example, will 
remain the same. The various statements made by Pres- 
ident Socharto lately have already indicated the direc- 
tion of thoughts and the commitments concerned. For 
instance, President Socharto has recently expressed his 
hope that cooperatives can play a greater social and 
economic role, that they will own shares in state corpo- 
rations and private companies. This underlines *ise com- 
mitment to “equity,” which will definitely oecome a 
mandate to the new cabinet. 

The Draft State Budget (RAPBN) for 1988/89 consti- 
tutes a plan compiled by the old cabinet but it will be 
implemented by the new one. However, it is practically 
certain that the RAPBN will becume the State Budget 
(APBN’ without significant changes. Hence the new 
government will be committed to it, whoever the minis- 
ters are. 

Domestic and foreign economic conditions do not give 
much room either to deviate from the very tight eco- 
nomic policy. Funds will remain greatly limited for the 
next 3 to 5 years. 

Under such circumstances, the external factor is very 
important and also affects the pattern of the economic 
policy that will, and can, be adopted. In order to safe- 
guard foreign confidence, so that the (development) 
budget can be relieved, and capita, input be increased, 
the “macro™ economic policy should be implemented as 
“conservatively” as it is at present. The important thing 
is to preserve monetary balance so that domestic infla- 
tion remains below 10 percent per annum (as has been 
the case over the last few years), even if possible below 
5-6 percent such as that in Thailand; also, to prevent 
further devaluation. Other interests must be “sacrificed” 
for these limitations. To safeguard foreign confidence, 
several ministers already winning trust should even be 
retained as a “guarantee.” 

The widespread speculation involves a number of 
ministers who are already “old” and have headed state 
departments twice or more. On the other hand, there is 
the demand for rejuvenation, which has also been 
realised in other circles, such as within the Indonesia 
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Armed Forces. So the genera: speculation ts that sev- 
eral veteran economic ministers will (have to) be 

replaced. Won't such replacement bring in “fresh air™ 
in the sense of a more progressive or less conservative 
policy? This indeed 1s a logical question. This dilemma 

in INDONESIA 

finally has to be solved by the President/Mandatory. 
However, he will also feel the limitations of internal 

and external conditions. 

(9604 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KAMPUCHEA 

German Paper Reports Khmer Rouge Mines Hit 
Hardest at Children 
46200016 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 

4LLGEMEINE in German 1 Feb 88 p 3 

[Artucle by Erhard Haubold. Phnom Penh: “Quaker 
Crutches for Mine Victims, Hope for Peace in Kampu- 
chea”)} 

[Excerpt] Twelve-year-old Bopaha (Flower) goes to 
school on crutches. After a mine explosion in a suburb of 
the Kampuchean capital, her left leg had to be ampu- 
tated below the knee. Once she 1s an adult, the pretty girl 
with long black hair will be an “outcast” as anywhere cise 
in Asia: without a job, and without a husband. This 1s 
according to the representative of the U.S. Quaker 
organization which has established prosthesis centers in 
eight provinces. All over the country one encounters 
amputees, report the Quakers. who cannot produce 
enough of the simple wooden stumps topped with a 
leather cap. In Phnom Penh alone they produce 25 to 30 
artificial legs per month, at $15 apiece, for “a generation 
of crpples.” Swedish physicians say that in every pro- 
vincial hospital they visit, they encounter three or four 
amputees. No one knows for certain how many injured 
Vietnamese he mn the strictly guarded military hospitals. 
Among civihans, those at greatest risk are the village 
guards on their nightly rounds and children who, on their 
way to school across meadows and ficids. often step on 
mines 

It 1s sand that these dangerous weapons are of Chinese 
manufacture, and it i fairly certain that they were laid 
by the Khmer Rouge, the strongest military group im the 
resistance government “Democratic Kampuchea.” long 
led by Prince Sihanouk. It 1s supplied with guns by 
China, and with food and other goods by the ASEAN 
Community and Western countries, and it cannot be 
ruled out completely that the same donors first supply 
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the perpetrators and subsequently the victims, although 

the Quakers state credibly that they are not allowed to 

spend U.S. donations in Kampuchea. only European 
ones. Mines of Vietnamese and Russian manufacture are 
burned primarily in the western border arca, where an 
“anti-fascist protective wall” of ditches and bamboo 
traps is to prevent the infiltration of partisans from 
Thailand. “K 5.” as the communist, Victnam-supporied 
government in Phnom Penh calls the bamboo belt, 1s 
said to have reached a length of about 1,000 kilometers 
since construction began in 1983 and 1s supposed to be 
very effective. Then the suffering (malaria, intestinal 
disorders, long separation from their families and fields) 
of tens of thousands of farmers and workers, allegedly all 
volunteers, would not have been in vain. The number of 
partisan raids on trains and Vietnamese barracks has 
dropped fivefold since 1985, the representatives of 
Phnom Penh claim. But “total peace™ has not yet come, 
and protection for farmers in the fields is difficult. 

Members of non-communist countnes in Phnom Penh 
formulate it more clearly. It ts true that the Khmer 
Rouge do not control any territory. But neither is the 
government represented in “large areas.” The rebels can 
march for over a hundred miles in the cast, the s. uth, 
even in the vicinity of the capital, without encountering 
a soldier of the opposition side. Even in the tenth year of 
Heng Samrin’s pro-Victnamese government, the Kam- 
pucheans are suffering from a “lack of permanence.” 
The optimism, which ruled in 1985 after the big Vict- 
namese “offensive” in the Thai border region, is gone. 
The Khmer Rouge enter the villages at night and collect 
nee and other “taxes,” and attack all buildings which 
they suspect of housing grain, in Kompong they set an 
orphanage on fire “by mistake.” As a Vietnamese official 
in Phnom Penh put it, “the Army (Heng Samrin’s) 
cannot control all villages. The Khmer Rouge continue 
to get rice and shelter, and safety is not guaranteed.” 
Almost a decade after Pol Pot's ouster, neither an 
established communist cadre party nor a reliable Army 
exist in Kampuchea. 
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Luang Prabang LRPR Growth, Areas of No Party 
Presence 
42060024a Vientiane PASASON in Lao 

16 Now 87 pp 2.3 

[Party Construction” column by S. Thalala:: “Success 
in Developing Party Bases in Luang Prabang Province”) 

[Excerpts] After 10 months of developing the grassroots 
party chapters in Luang Prabang Province which began 
in December 1986, the province attained glorious suc- 
cess in the first phase of the party development cam- 
paign, bringing changes with new basic elements within 
the province. The province chose to conduct meetings at 
all levels, particularly focusing on the grassroots level 
because a strong party base will result in a strong party. 
The party bases are scattered throughout all the main 
political, economic, and social units. 

Another important reason 1s that everyone firmly under- 
stand the party policy, the guidance of the higher eche- 
jons and the actual situation in their own localities. They 
worked on the areas with the greatest possibility first, 
and when these worked well they would be able to 
develop bases for other areas which would be worked on 
later. There is cooperation between the two areas, and 
they support each other in developing bases where there 
are many problems. They should work well so that the 
work they are doing will upgrade what has already been 
done and set the stage for what comes next. [The masses] 
spoke from the heart and went over the sirengths, 
weaknesses, and shortcomings of the party in order to 
analyze them and find better ways to improve the party. 
Democracy was applied so the masses could give their 
views and comments on the party members and on the 
guidance of the party chapters following the party con- 
struction, resulting in a new historic internal struggle 
within the party so that the existing members would be 
better qualified and have more knowledge and ability to 

guide in all aspects, such as social and economic man- 
agement, assigning grassroots party committees from the 
provincial section on down to the district and canton 
levels, checking the makeup of the members and remov- 
ing corrupt members from the party, and emphasizing 
the training of brilliant and strong members and party 
chapters. As of now the results have clearly shown that 
this 1s an efficient procedure. Parties have been orga- 
nized wherever there are effective cadres. In ‘his way we 
have avoided weak members in the party and have 
promoted strong ones, and we gradually convert weak 
ones to strong ones, going from the difficult to the easy 
until we attain victory. There are 2,602 party members 
of which 142 are women; 121 are strong in all aspects 
and 1.059 are of medium strength. There are 1,548 rural 
party members of whom 770 are in offices and organi- 
zations, and 284 are in national defense and security 
forces. There are 118 party chapters throughout the 
province of which 32 units are in rural areas, 45 in 
offices and 11 in national defense and security forces. 
There are 46 medium-size party chapters. 1 hroughout 
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the province there are 8! cantons, of which 62 have party 
chapters, and there are 1,241 villages of which 117 have 
members, which 1s 42.7 percent of the total number of 
villages. 

This success in developing the first phase of the grass- 
roots parties has heiped the part) cadres to gain under- 
standing and to rapidly change from the old and back- 
ward feudal ideology to the new and creative ideology. 

9884/9604 

Party Body Cited on Foreign Exchange Problems 
42060024¢ Vientiane VIENTIANE MAI in Lao 

18, 19 Now 87 

[“Talking to Reader Friends” column: “Will Foreign 
Currencies Be Suspended From Entering Our Coun- 
try?”]} 

[18 Nov 87 p 2] 

[Text] Dear VIENTIANE MAI editor: Recently relatives 
came from abroad to visit me. The visit was in accord 
with the regulations, but the foreign currency they had 
with them was temporarily retained at the currency 

checkpoint. My question is, if the moncy was held 
temporarily and was given back to my relatives when 
they left the country, can foreign currency be olb.1ned in 
our country’ If we allow them to bring curreacy in to 
spend in our country where there 1s now ove exchange 
rate, will we be able to have the currency’ Please explain 
Thank you. Vongkot, 20 September 1/87. 

Dear Vongkot: The wealthy naiwons of the world have 
advanced economies. The cconomy includes many 
things, such as finance, trade, industry, agriculture and 
other things. When a country’s economy is strong the 
people's living standard is stable and they are well-off 
(good food and fine clothing). However, since our coun- 
try 1s underdeveloped and has a backward economy, we 
must accept the fact that we are poor and are living in 
hardship. Therefore, all we can do is to ask how we can 
help our people to have just enough to live (adequate 
food and clothing) first. We cannot talk about good food 
and fine clothing yet. 

Economic strength includes financial factors. The value 
of the currency depends on the domestic economy. If our 
economy is strong, one kip will be equal to $1. Therefore, 
building the domestic economy and developing an 
export economy and carnrag foreign currency is a core 
part of what we are doing today. Perhaps | should go 
over this again so that you can understand this problem 
first before we discuss what you have asked about, 
because if you don't understand one you might not 
understand the other 
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[19 Nov 87 pp 2, 4] 

[Text] Every nation in the world engages in trade in 

ar ioe il i Hil H : ‘ + 2 it 43 
HE A : H k ney eB ees 

420600246 Vientiane VIENTIANE MAI in Lao 
18 Now 87 pp 2. 4 

[Feature article by Sisaliu Sengsuksa: “Laos’ Abun- 
dance™] 

{Excerpts} [Question] Il. Will the nchness of natural 
resources in Laos last forever” 

LAOS 

[Answer] I would like to divide our natural resources 
into three Categones, permanent resources. unrenewable 
resources and renewable resources. 

b. Non-renewable resources are all below the surface. 
They are im good condition because they have not yet 

ites and provinces the type of forest that makes up the 

1-1. Reckless lumbering by the old regime, for example 
the French, who started cutting trees the day they 

country. From 1960 to 1975 Thai and 

price o° the moe harvested from shifting cultivation is 
$20 per kg) 

Irrational ansmal husbandry 
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Burning the forest for a living, for those who stull depend 
on nature for their food source. 

3. Condition of tne soil. Most of the soul has been ruined: 
for cxampic. the soil in moe paddies 1s steadily croding 
because we did not take care of ut by applying adequate 
manure or fertilizer, and we engage im One-season rice- 
growing without growing other crops, such as bean 
species, outside of the wel mce-growing season, and 
because we are not careful to put adequate water into the 
noe ficids. Thus, the soul 1s being continually destroyed. 
Erosion has caused the thinning of the humus layer. 
leaving extensive ditches and sharp rocks. This has all 
come about because we have not taken care of the soil 
used in shifteng cultrvation and have let 1s grow back into 
forest (at least 30 years). What is even worse is that 
farmers im some areas have allowed goats into the 
highland for shifting cultrwation. These animals cat ten- 
der tree tops and destroy the branches of small trees until 
they are completely bare. thus preventing the trees from 
growing. (The goats like trees more than weeds.) Many 
countnes have found that a dense and impassable jungle 

critecal state. Engels’s warning that “if we explon nature 
carelessly, nature will one day punish us™ has been dorne 
owt om some localities, such as Oudomsai, Luang Pra- 
bang. Lowang Namtha, Bokeo, Sayaboury, Houa Phan 
and Xieng Khouang. where the forests were cleared the 
most 

9884/9604 

Vientiane Markets’ Food Prices Published 
42060024d Vientiane VIENTIANE MAI in Lao 
23 Now &7 ~P 4 

[Average Food Prices for Last Week”) 

[Text] 

Soha: Market 

gilutenows roe No 2 100 kup per ke 

ronglutrnous moe No 2 100 kop per ke 

roe vermiceth 9 kip per kg 

pork 550 kip per kg 
beef 650 kip per kg 
buffalo meat $50 kup per kg 

catfish 1,000 kup per kg 
mullet 700 kup per kg 

dried fish 700 kup per kg 

lard 270 kip per ke 
medium-size Chichen 600 kup aprece 

LAOS 

600 kup apecce 

150 kap per kg 
BC kup per kg 
200 kup per kg 
60 kup per kg 
350 kup per kg 
200 kup per kg 
600 kup per kg 
500 kup per kg 
500 kip per kg 
BO kup per kg 
200 kup per kg 
220 kup per kg 
200 kup per kg 
700 kap per kg 
170 kep per can 

170 kop per kg 
SO kup per kg 
SO kup per cup 

100 kap per kg 
80 kup per kg 
550 kip per kg 
650 kup per kg 
550 kup per ke 
900 kip per kg 
800 kip per kg 
1000 kup per kg 

700 kap per kg 
300 kip per kg 
600 kup ap.cce 

600 kip aprece 

3 kip apiece 

WO kup aprece 

100 kup per kg 
100 kap per kg 
250 kup per kg 
50 kup per kg 
300 kip per kg 
240 kup per ke 
500 kip per kg 
500 kup per kg 
550 kip per kg 
100 kup per kg 
BO kip per kg 
250 kip per ke 
250 kip per kg 
280 kip per kg 
700 kip per kg 
190 kip per can 

200 kip per kg 
25 kip per ke 
70 kip per cup 
300 kip per kg 
250 kip per ke 
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Nong Douwang Maric 

giutsrnous mice No | 

nonglutmous moe No 

roe vermoceth 

pork 

beet 

buffalo meat 

catfrsh 

miuliet 

checker 

duct 

checken cggs 

edible morning glory 

( henese cabbage 

sapexdiila 

105 kap per kg 
120 kep per kg 

100 kep per ke 

SOO kop per iy 

600 bop per bg 
550 kop per ky 

FOO kop per ky 

BUD kop per ky 

700 kup aprece 

800 kup apiece 

28 kop aprece 

70 kop per ky 

300 kup per kg 

100 kop per kg 

peanuts 

mung beans 

oranges 

Q@ned hot peppcrs 

Bear brand seeet con- 
densed milk 

granulaicd sugar 

monosodium giuta- 
matic 

salt 

Lao fish sauce 

large fermented fish 

smal! fermented fish 

9884/9604 

LAOS 

220 kup per ke 

SOO kup per kg 

1 SO kop per ke 

150 kap per kg 

270 kep per can 

20) kup per ke 

1.000 kop per kg 

30 kip per kg 
100 kup per cup 

350 kup per ke 

xX ..3 per ly 
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Paper Reports on Labor Minister's Return 
42130074a Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 
7 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, 6 January—Minister of Labor and 
Manpower Lee Kim Sai reported for work on 6 January 
after having been on leave for almost 2 and 1/2 months. 
He urged everyone to work hard for the national! welfare. 

He told reporters in his office on 6 January: “I reported 
for duty to Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad this 
morning and then attended 2 cabinet meeting.” 

Lee, who is also deputy president of tae MCA [Malay- 
sian Chinese Association], left fo: Australia in October 
1987 and returned to N.alaysia the evening of 5 January. 

He said: “This leave was rather long for me because | 
usual'y take a | month leave.” 

When he was asked why he needed a longer leave this 
time. Lee answered: “You don’t have to start out by 
reminding me of what has already happened.” 

Title Withdrawn 

Lee left Malaysia on 27 October, when tension was rising 
to the point where it might have harmed national secu- 
rity. The situation led to the arrest of 106 versons under 
the Internal Security Act [Akta Keselamatan Dalam 
Negeri]. 

Prior .o that time his title of “Datuk*’ [equivalent to 
“Sir”] was withdrawn from him by the Sultan of 
Selangoy because, according to the sultan, Lee “did not 
respect” him. 

Lee also played an important role in the controversial 
issue involving professors at Chinese schools, one of the 
principal issues which the government said was causing 
tension. 

In view of the implications a number of groups, includ- 
ing the 1JMNO Youth organization, demanded that Lee 
be dismissed from the cabinet. 

Lee said that when he met his cabinet colleagues on 6 
January, including Najib Abdul Razak, the chairman of 
UMNO Youth who is also minister of youth and sports, 
“everyone seemed to be happy.” He said: “We must 
work as a united team for the future of our country.” 

05170 

MALAYSIA ii 

UMNO Officers Discuss Party Unity 

Vice-President Abdullah 
42130075a Kuala Lumpuz UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 

Malay 18 Jan 88 p ! 

[Article by Sidek Salleh: “UMINO Factions Must Not 
Continue—Abdullah”] 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, !7 Jan—UMNO [United Malays 
National Organization] Vice-President Datuk Abdullah 
Ahmad Badawi toaay stressed that UMNO cannot cope 
with another upheaval ihat threatens its unity. 

“We cannot cr ntinue to be faciional,” he said. “Half” an 
UMNO, he dec!ared, will be weak and powerless in the 
face of increasingly great challenges. 

As he gave that warning, Datuk Abdullah attacked party 
leaders and members who do not accede to the wishes of 
the majority but who strive only for their own interests 
or the interests of factions that support them. “The 
important thing is to accept the decision of the UMNO 
General Assembly, for that is the will of the majority,” 
he said here today in a speech entitled “The Policy of 
UMNO's Struggle Assures Unity,” which was sponsored 
by the Seputih Division of UMNO. 

He regreited that there are still people who do not accept 
the results of the last party election and that at some 
levels there are still disputes which inflate issues about 
“teams A and B.” He also regretted that the call for unity 
made at Labuan by Datuk Sri Dr Mahathir Mohamad 
still has not received full acceptance in the form of action 
by anyone. 

According to Datuk Abdullah, conditions in the country 
indicate that in the coming years UMNO will face jolts 
involving elections in the Youth Movement, the 
Women's Movement, and the Sup, eme Council. “If we 
cannot control political maneuverings, they will destroy 
the party,” he declared. The way to exercise such control 
is to hold firmly to party principles by emphasizing 
unity, he asserted. 

“The will of the party must have preeminence over 
ourselves and our own factions. No one is superior to the 
party as an entity. The decisions of the party are superior 
to the wishes of any individuals in the narty. We must 
accept those decisions and comply with them,” he 
emphasized. 

Datuk Abdullah also noted that 1990 will mark the end 
of the New Economic Policy (DEB), which has been 
important in UMNO"s struggle. He said UMNO mem- 
bers and Malays should realize they owe what they have 
received through the DEB to national strength and unity. 
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“We must therefore take the side of the party. We cannot 
continue to be fictional. UMNO is no longer able to 
cope with upheavals, for constantly occurring upheavals 
will destroy the party and the Malay people,” he stressed. 

In this connection, he called attention to the fact that 

political weakness produc ‘s am atmosphere of doubt, 
which in turn will ‘cause us to decline.” 

Catuk Abdullah welcomed the measures taken by Datuk 
Sn Dr Mahathir, who as president of UMNO warts to 
see member elements of the party brought back together. 
If leaders quarrel, only the power of UMNO members 
themselves can reunite them,” he said. “If UMNO 
members do not see unity as important and look lightly 
on the benefits of unity in UMNO, I fear our party will 
become weak,” he said. 

Datuk Abdullah said politicians of course have their own 
ambitions, but those ambitions must not have preemi- 
nence over the goals of ti.e party. He warned them not to 
use UMNO as a way to achieve their own ambitions but 
rather to submit to the desires and will of the party. He 
said the challenges facing UMNO cannot be faced with 
merely “half” its strength, because the intensity of the 
challenges demand a comprehensive uniting of all its 
forces. 

“UMNO may be exhausted if another big upheaval 
occurs,” he said. Datuk Abdullah also said UMNO 
leaders should not be proponents of Malays only but 
should also ensure that the rights of other peoples are 
protected in order to guarantee political stability and 
national peace. 

Vice-President Wan Mokhtar 
42130075a Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 
Malay 18 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, 17 Jan—UMNO Vice-President 
Dai ak Haji Wan Mokhtar advised UMNO members and 
al! Malays to continue the unity they have long touted. 
The vice-president, who is also chief minister of Tereng- 
ganu, said unity is a blessing of God and everyone must 
therefore be grateful for it. 

All Muslims are brothers, and there is no reason why 
they should quarrel, he said here today when he inaugu- 
rated a course on “The Policy of UMNO’s Struggle 
Assures Unity,” which is sponsored by the Information 
Bureau of the Seputih Division of UMNO. 

Nevertheless, he said, small disagreements that may 
arise should be settled through discussion. He said high 
praise should be given to the plan of early leaders to form 
UMNO to bolster the struggle of Malays and to be an 
umbrella for non-Malays in this country. 

MALAYSIA 

Datuk Wan Mokhtar said UMNO, which estabiished 
Istam as the ci*icial religion of this country and the 
nriuciple of its constitution, is absolutely not at odds 
with Islam. 

He said every action by party leaders and members must 
be based on sincerity and honesty if they want UMNO to 
be strong —BERNAMA 

0942 

Ghafar: Unity in UMNO Vital 
42130068b Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 
Malay 19 Jan 88 p ! 

jArticle by Sidek Salleh: “Ghafas Wants UMNO To 
Create a New Atmosphere™] 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, 18 January—Encik Ghafar Baba, 
who returned to work today after heart surgery, called on 
the people and on UMNO members to help the govern- 
ment create a “new atmosphere” in this country, “for 
there are still many things we must do.” 

The deputy prime minister, who had been on furlough 
since November, said that in order to create such an 
atmosphere he is going to concentrate his efforts on 
strengthening tics between ethnic groups and improving 
economic conditions. Speaking to reporters at his office 
this morning, Encik Ghafar, who appeared cheerful and 
healthy, added, “This is my New Year's resolution.” 

He said the three main things he will concentrate on are 
creating political stability, attracting foreign invest- 
ments, and selling Malaysian s- oducts overseas. 

Encik Ghafar, 62, had been on extended furlough follow- 
ing heart surgery in London. He arrived at his office at 
1030 this morning to resume his duties, although his 
doctor had advised him to rest for 3 months. 

Encik Ghafar’s first task was to chair a meeting of the 
cabinet committee on investments. 

On the subject of UMNO and the appeal by UMNO 
Vice-President Datuk Abdullah Badawi that the party 
avoid continued factionalism, Encik Ghafar said all 
UMNO members should unite and abstain from internal 
disputes, because there are many other tasks to be 
completed. “It's hard to develop the country even if we 
are united. How much more so if we are divided,” he 
said. The deputy prime minister added that if UMNO 
demonstrates a good example many people are certain to 
respect it, and this will indirectly attract foreign capital 
to this country. 
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He said Datuk Abdullah’s good viewpoint should be 
7acepted by all members of the party and especially by 
those who are bringing 2 lawsuit to court. Taking the case 
to court ber-efits no one, he said. Encik Ghafar empha- 
sized that the party constitution is adequate for the 
settlement of any question. 

In this connection, he called on all UMNO members to 

unite and avoid factionalism. 

“Politics of stability are very important not only in 
Malaysia but in all countries,” he declared. Besides 
calling for unity in UMNO, Encik Ghafar said he wants 
to see all Malaysian people united because of the recent 
unhealthy incident that took place among some ethnic 
groups in this country. 

He said it appears that the younger generation of Malays, 
Chinese, and Indians need to be given adequate under- 
standing of the cooperation that was exercised among 
ethnic groups in the past in order to achieve indepen- 
dence. 

6942 

Court Told Constitution Not Binding, Differs 
From ‘Contract’ 
42000257¢ Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES 
27 Jan 88 p 20 

[Text] The Kuala Lumpur High Court, hearing a suit 
challenging the validity of tne Umno general assembly 
and elections last year, was told yesterday the Umno 
constitution does not constitute a contract. 

Lawyer G.Sri Ram, for Umno secretary-general Datuk 
Seri Sanusi Junid and four of the defendants in the suit 
brought by 11 party members, in arguing the point 
contended that breaches of the rules of Umno would not, 
therefore, grant a cause of action. 

In such a case, he submitted, the court could only 
interfere with the internal :naanagement of the society to 
protect a proprietary right or interest of a member or if 
there was a breach of the rules of natural justice concern- 
ing a member. 

Apart from these limited circumstances, a court of law 
would not interfere with or investigate into the internal 
management of a voluntary association such as Umno, 
he said. 

Mr Sri Ram said the burden was on the |! to show that 
the constitution was binding as a contract. 

In the suit against Datuk Seri Sanusi nd the secretaries 
of six Umno divisions, the 11 want the court to declare 
as null and void the party's general assembly held on 24 
April last year and to order a fresh general assembly and 
party elections. 

MALAYSIA 

The six are the se ‘retaries of the Jelutong, Nibong Tebal, 
Pasir Puteh, Machang, Rantau Panjang and Pekan 
Umno divisions. 

The 11 claim, among other things, that 30 unregistered 
branches had ser: delegates to the divisional-level elec- 
tions and that the election of the divisional delegates 19 
the assembly was invalid. The defendants, in their 
defence, maintained the assembly was properly held. 

When hearing started yesterday morning, counsel for the 
11, Raja Aziz Addruse, said there was no need to call 
witnesses to testify, as the case would be based on the 
facts agreed on by the parties concerned. 

He later submitted a list of the issues to be tried which 
included whether the Umno constitution could consti- 

tute a contract. 

He contended that the presence of the delegates from the 
unapproved branches and their participation at the 
divisional delegates conference rendered the conference 
invalid and the decisions taken ineffective and null and 
void. 

Consequently, the presence of these delegates and their 
participation in the general assembly contravened the 
fundamental requirements of any democratic elections 
in that they must be conducted fairly, Raja Aziz added. 

A fair election required that persons who were not 
entitled to vote should not be allowed to participate, and 
those qualified to vote should not be precluded from 
participating. Since these persons were not entitled to 
vote, the credibility of the election had been tainted, he 
claimed. 

Mr Sri Ram said the defendants were not challenging the 
fact that there were irregularities and illegalities relating 
to the election. 

“Our argument is, so what... there is no contract between 
the members and Umno. Even if there is, it concerned 
the internal management of a voluntary association and 
the court would not interfere,” he added. 

He submitted that the right to vote. to voice an opinion 
and the right to stand for an election were not propri- 
etary rights which could be obtained by asking for a 
declaration or an injunction. 

It was for the 11 to show the illegalities had in fact 
materially affected the general assembly, but this they 
bad failed to do. Merely saying the assembly was illegal 
and null and void was not enough, he added. 

Mr Sri Ram contended the “real” parties who were 
affected more “clearly and directly” were not before the 
court, adding that the present plaintiffs were not the 
injured parties. 
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“To put it in a more colourable phrase, the plaintiffs are 
hiding behind someone else's skirt,” he said, to which 
Justice Datuk Harun Hashim asked whether it was a 
“single skirt.” 

Mr Sri Ram said the real plaintiffs and the real defen- 
dants were not before the court, adding that they, like 
former Deputy Prime Minister Datuk Musa Hitam who 
failed to get re-elected deputy president of Umno, had 
better rights to be before the court. 

Counsel submitted that non e of the 11 took part in the 
elections and therefore did not suffer any injuries. That 
was the main reason why this action should fail, he 
added. 

Only in exceptional circumstances would a court grant a 
declaration against, or which affected, parties who were 
not before the court, he added. 

Hearing continues.—Bernama. 

/12913 

Commissioning of Navy Aviation Unit Slated 
42130070a Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 
Malay 5 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] Lumut [Selangor], 4 January—The Aviation Unit 
of the Royal Malaysian Navy [Tentera Laut Diraja 
Malaysia—TLDM] will be activated on | July 1988 on 
the occasion of the anniversary of the establishment of 
the Navy. This was stated on 4 January by Rear Admiral 
Shariff Ishak, the new deputy commander of the Royal 
Malaysian Navy. In any case the unit, which is led by 
nine pilots of aircraft and Wasp helicopters will begin 
operations 2 or 3 months carlier than the date of its 
activation, the admiral told reporters in Lumut. 

For the time being the aviation unit will be located at the 
Royal Malaysian Navy base in Lumut, and a permanent 
base location is being sought. Rear Admiral Shariff 
exchanged his previous position as commander of the 
Royal Malaysian Navy Fleet with Rear Admiral Harun 
Datuk Dr Mohamad Salleh, who was previously deputy 
commander of the Royal Malaysian Navy. 

Both Rear Admiral Shariff, 46 years old, and Rear 
Admiral Harun, 44 years old, began their service with 
the Royal Malaysian Navy in 1961 and underwent cadet 
training in the United Kingdom. Rear Admiral Shariff 
said that present economic difficulties have not affected 
the recruitment program of the Royal Malaysian Navy. 
Some 400 additional recruits will begin training at KD 
Pelanduk [name of Royal Malaysian Navy shore station 
in Lumut] on 27 January. 

Rear Admiral Shariff said: “In December 1987 600 other 
recruits completed their training at KD Pelanduk. 
Although economic difficulties have slowed down the 
purchase of equipment, this obstacle will not affect 
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operations of the Royal Malaysian Navy to protect the 
territorial waters an? the Exclusive Economic Zone of 
the country by using available equipment.” 

In his 3 years as commander of the fleet Rear Admiral 
Shariff has been satisfied that the Royal Malaysian Navy 
has played an impressive role in reducing incursio.s by 
foreign fishermen in the South China Sea and the Straits 
of Malacca and in reducing the activity of sea pirates in 
the waters off the State of Sabah. He said that the Royal 
Malaysian Navy will continue to support the govern- 
ment policy of using local skills and dockyards, as far as 
possible, to build its ships, such as the KD Marikh and 
the KD Mustari, which were constructed by the MSE 
company at Pasir Gudang. This company is competitive 
with foreign shipyards. According to him, the level of 
discipline of members of the Royal Malaysian Navy 
remains high. Indeed, at the base at Lumut there have 
been no incidents harmful to naval discipline. 

Previously, at the parade ground of KD Pelanduk, Rear 
Admiral Shariff inspected and said farewell to the unit of 
1,077 employees and personnel under the orders of 
Commander Rani Mohamad Raji. At a separate cere- 
mony on KD Lekir [Royal Mala’ sian Navy ship] he 
presented to Rear Admiral Harun a telescope, following 
the tradition of the Navy as a sign of his transfer of office 
as commander of the fleet. 

05170 

for Expansion of Police Force Announced 
42130074b Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 
Malay 12 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] Ipoh, 11 January—The Royal Malaysian Police 
[Polis Diraja Malaysia—PDRM] will train 7,200 mem- 
bers at various levels over the next 3 years under an 
expansion program. This was stated by Hasnan Abdul 
Aziz, chief inspector of police. 

He said that the Treasury has recently approved the 
program as an increase over the average annual intake of 
about 2,000 personnel to replace those no longer in the 
police service. 

It is estimated that the police will take in about 3,500 
personnel in 1988 and 4,000 more in 1989. Hasnan 
made this statement to reporters after officially opening 
a bomb disposal course in Ipoh, which is sponsored 
jointly by the Malaysian and Canadian Governments. 

Hasnan stated: “We hope that all qualified youtt. dedi- 
cated to the service of the country and who have the 
necessary capacity will apply to enter the police service.” 
He added that the intake of additional personnel will 
also help to resolve the problem of unemployment. 
Hasnan stated that the police will also increase the size of 
the commercial crimes unit by taking in more personnel 
who are experienced. 
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Regarding the mounted police unit which began to serve 
a few months ago, he said that seven horses have been 
assigned to areas not suitable for wheeled vehicles, such 
as Taman Titiwangsa, Kampung Pandan, and Taman 
Bunga in Kuala Lumpur. He stated: “I have not yet 
received feedback on the impact of this unit. However, a 
police unit mounted on horseback would certainly be 
enough al present to prevent anyone from committing a 
crime in these areas.” 

Previously, when he was opening the course, Hasnan 
said that this training program, with Canadian assis- 
tance, may increase the ability of the Royal Malaysian 
Police to prevent bomb explosions. 

Inspector Max Pitcher and Deputy Inspector Sheidon 
Dickie, two members of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police, will supervise the 2 week course, which will be 
atiended by about 20 police. Among those attending the 
official opening of the course was Manfred Von Nostitz, 
Canadian High Commissioner to Malaysia. 

05170 

Economic Recovery To Continue in 1988 
42130067a Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 

Malay 30 Dec 87 p 17 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, 29 December—the Malaysian 
economy will continue to grow in 1988 if the current 
price increases for commodities such as palm oil and 
rubber can be maintained, said several local corporate 
heads today. They predicted that this year's rate of 
economic recovery would continue in the year ahead 
although slight growth would be recorded. They also 
predicted that the private sector would play a more 
convincing role in aiding the government to restore the 
economy next year. 

However, one of these individuals warned that there 
might be negative impacts in 1989 because of the stock 
market crash on Wall Street in October and the reduc- 
tion in U.S. purchases from Malaysia. 

Mr Khalid Ibrahim, executive chairman of Permodalan 
Nasional, Berhad (PNG), said the increase in the prices 
of commodities such as palm oil and rubber at the end of 
this year would aid the national economy next year. 

“What worries us is the price of crude oil,” he said, 
obviously referring to OPEC's ability to maintain the 
production quotas of its member nations and the official 
price of crude oil at $18 [Malaysian dollars] a barrel). 

The rate of growth of the national economy in 1988, he 
said, was predicted to be a little better than the rate 
forecast, namely, 3 to 3.5 percent. 
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Commenting also on the stock market position in the 
year ahead, he felt it still was at an unsettled stage and 
would not reach the lofty heights which were recorded 
this year. 

With this feeble grcth in the market, he advised inves- 
tors to be cautious and to select good stocks. 

Mr Salleh Majid, chairman of the board of the Kuala 
Lumpur Stock Exchange (BSKL), optimistically said that 
the national economic scenario for the coming year was 
better even though commodity prices rose at their 
present rate. 

Economic indicators, he said, including trade figures, 
clearly demonstrated that the national economy was 
moving toward recovery. In regard to the local stock 
market, he said it would take 5 to 10 months to recovery 
from the great drop in October. 

“It will take several months for the directors of interna- 
tional banks to decide to reinvest anywhere, including in 
this part of the world, because the impact of the plum- 
meting stock prices on 19 October is still being felt,” he 
said. However, he noted, now is a good time for locai 
investment institutions to enter the market and select 

good stocks because prices are low. 

Datuk Abdul Aziz Abdul Rahman, executive director of 
the Malaysian Airline System (MAS), said the recovery 
of the airlines industry was predicted to continue in 1988 
with the forecasted stable oil prices and the increasingly 
strong value of the ringgit [Malaysian dollar] in relation 
to the U.S. dollar. MAS, he said, planned to add domes- 
tic and overseas flights in 1988 based on these forecasts. 

Haji Fauzy Abdullah, executive chairman of BBMB 
Securities Sdn. Bhd, felt that in next year's economic 
recovery and with the increase in commodity prices, the 
real estate (except for certain regions) and petty trade 
sectors would show a slight recovery. He said there were 
signs that spending was increasing, and this would be 
profitable for the petty trade sector. “Disregarding the 
international problems that exist, such as the U.S. defi- 
cit, I am optimistic that the situation will be better next 
year,” he said. Local businessmen, he noted, must sup- 
port companies that are oriented toward exports because 

such companies have a bright future. 

Meanwhile, Mr Lajman Haji Sirat, secretary general of 
the Malaysian Malay Industry and Trade Council 
(DPPMM), said the private sector was slowly beginning 
to play its expected role in the national economic 
recovery. 

He said the moderate and continuing economic growth 
would at least aid in reducing the problem of lost jobs. 
He said, in this slow economic recovery, it is predicted 
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that companies will retain their workers although unem- 
ployment will continue at the same rate because of the 
growing number of individuals leaving schools and uni- 
versities. 

“The situation in 1988 will be a little better than that of 
1987. but we are a little concerned about 1989. We no 

longer are clear about what will be the impact of Octo- 
ber’s stock market crash or Wall Street and the reduction 

in U.S. purchase from Malaysia. If this impact is nega- 
tive, it will be felt in 1989,” he said. 

6804/9274 

Trade Cooperation With Netherlands Announced 
42130069c Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 
4 Jan 88 p7 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, Sunday [3 January}—A technical 
trade cooperation agreememi to stimulate Malaysian 
exports to Western Europe, primarily to the Nether- 
lands, was signed at the Malaysian Embassy in the 
Netherlands last Thursday [31 December]. 

The 2-year agreement is effective as of | January. It was 
signed by Mr Nik Mohamed Nik Hassan, the Malaysian 
ambassador to the Netherlands, while the Netherlands 
was represented by Mr H. H. Leerentvelt, the executive 
director of the Netherlands Center for Stimulating 
Imports of Developing Nations (CBI). 

According to a Wisma Putra clarification of that agree- 
ment presented here today the CBI allocated 200,000 
guilders ($261,120 Malaysian dollars) to finance the 
Malaysian export incentive program. 

With the aid of the Malaysian Trade Office here, the 
Malaysian Export Trade Center (MEXPO) has decided 
on five classes of commodities that potentially could 
compete on and be exported to the Dutch and West 
European markets. 

These commodities include furniture, fresh fruits, vege- 
tables and clothing. 

6804/9274 

Economic Cooperation With Italy Discussed at 
Official Visit 
42130070b Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 
4 Jan 88 p 7 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, 3 January—The official visit of 
Italian Prime Minister Giovanni Goria to Malaysia, 
which begins on 3 January, not only will strengthen 
friendship between the two countries but, even more 
important, will increase bilateral cooperation, particu- 
larly economic and trade cooperation. 
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Since the visit of Prime Minister Dr Mahathir Mohamad 
to Italy in September 1984—he first visit by a Malay- 
sian prime minister—bilateral economic and trade rela- 
tions between Malaysia and Italy have steadily 
increased. 

An important aspect of the Goria visit is the fact that a 
treaty will be signed to promote Italian investment in 

Malaysia. The Investment Guarantee Treaty will be 
signed on 4 January. 

With these guarantees Italian trading and investment 
companies will have no need for concern about the 
security of their subsidiaries operating in Malaysia. 

The treaty will be signed by Malaysian Minister of Trade 
and Industry Mrs Rafidah Aziz and Italian Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Giulio Andreotti. 

Italy has been the second largest trading partner of 
Malaysia within the European Economic Community 
since the middle of the 1960's. 

During this period the principal Malaysian export to 
Italy has been rubber. Beginning in 1968 Malaysia 
exported rubber directly to Italy, without transshipping 
it through Singapore. 

From the point of view of cooperation treaties between 
the two countries Malaysia and Italy have had an eco- 
nomic and technical cooperation treaty, which was 
signed in 1983. At the beginning of 1984 the Joint 
Malaysian-Italian Commission was established. 

Italian investment increased by four times to M$4.6 
million in 1985 from M$1.2 million in 1984, a total 
which is too small. Facilities for the production of elastic 
thread, latex, marine paint, and telecommunications and 
traffic control equipment are the Italian invest- 
ments in Malaysia. Dr Abdullah Fadzil Che Wan, deputy 
minister of foreign affairs, has said that Malaysia's 
objective in the new treaty is to convince Italy fully of the 
ability of Malaysia to provide investment opportunities. 

This new action will provide assurances to Italian busi- 
nessmen who have made visits to Malaysia of what 
sectors are open for investment. During the first half of 
1986 five Italian trade groups, representing 95,000 busi- 
nessmen from various industrial firms in that country, 
visited Malaysia. 

They were definitely interested in 17 kinds of factories, 
such as those producing ceramics, furniture, leather 
goods, textiles, and marble. 

Dr Rosolino Orlando, the chairman of the Italian trade 
mission to Malaysia, which visited the country in March 
1987, is also chairman of Confindustria (an association 
of Italian industrialists). He stated at the time that 
members of his group were also interested in opening 
factories to process food, such as corn and rice. 
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They were also interested in producing canned tuna for 

export to Italy. 

During 1984 Italian trade with Malaysia was only 0.95 
percent of total Italian trade or M$602.3 million, com- 

pared to M$558.8 million in 1979. 

Imports 

Bilateral trade in 1984 reflected positive signs. During 
the first 5 months of the year trade amounted to 
M$277.7 million, compared to M$251.8 million during 
the same period of 1983. 

During the first 5 months of 1984 Malaysian exports to 
Italy amounted to M$126 million, while imports 
amounted to M$125.8 million. 

Generally, between 1971 and June 1984, a total of 27 

projects for the manufacture of goods with the partici- 
pation of Italian interests were approved, with an invest- 
ment potential of M$44.6 million. Most of them were in 
the business sector. 

In the discussions of the two national leaders on 4 
January the principal questions which will be considered 
will involve international issues and bilateral coopera- 

tion. 

Italy often regards Malaysia as “a balancing force” in 
Southeast Asian politics and in the Organization of the 
Islamic Conference (OIC). 

Malaysia also hopes that Italy will use it as a “trade base” 
in this area, in addition to treating it as an economic 
partner. 

05170 

Canada Seeks Joint Venture ities 
42000257a Kuala Lumpur NEW STRAITS TIMES 

27 Jan 88 p 15 

[Text] The Canadian advanced technology mission is in 
Kuala Lumpur to explore opportunities for technology 
transfers and joint venture partnerships with Malaysian 
entrepreneurs. 

Mission chief James Kerr said the visit is also meant to 
strengthen commercial relations between the Canadian 
and Malaysian private sectors particularly in the com- 

puter system and remote sensing technology. He said the 
13-member mission of entrepreneurs representing the 
Canadian private sector hoped to reach some joint 
venture or partnership agreements with their local 

counter-parts. 

Mr Kerr said the mission will hold meetings and discus- 
sions with several Malaysian Government agencies and 
private sectors involved in the high technology opera- 
tions and products. 
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The mission will be in Kuala Lumpur until tomorrow 
before its next stopover in Bangkok and Jakarta, he 
added. 
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Romanian Corn Variety To Be Tested 
42130069b Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 
3 Jan 88 p 2 

[Article by Hassan Ahmad] 

[Text] Alor Star, Saturday [2 January}—Because of its 
high grade, the Ministry of Agriculture may introduce 
Romanian corn seed into this country for commercial 
production. 

Datuk Seri Sanusi Junid, m © er of agriculture, said he 
was informed of the grade « “en when he attended 
an Islamic nations agricultur= ..u.. .2fs meeting in Jor- 
dan recently. 

Speaking to newsmen after inaugurating the Kedah State 
Youth Agricultural Uevelopment Convention here 
today, he said this crop would be used to produce feed 
for livestock if it was found to be adaptable to conditions 
in this country and to have a potential. 

According to Datuk Seri Sanusi, the ministry is now 
attempting to obtain seeds for tests of this corn to be 
conducted here. 

Agriculture Hero 

Earlier the minister was welcomed royally and was 
wrapped in a shawl bearing the words, “Agriculture 
Hero,” by Datuk Zainol Abidin Johari, chairman of the 
Kedah State Youth Council. 

At the council, Datuk Seri Sanusi urged that the District 
Revolution Program and the Community Plots Program 
be carried out in all hamlets in Malaysia to create a 
society with a new and persevering spirit. 

According to the minister, these programs should focus 

on the production of vegetable and fruit crops, fish, and 
sheep, especially in abandoned areas. 

The people, especially young people, he said, must all 
change their attitude to be ready to accept changes and 
explore a variety of fields, especially in the agricultural 
sector, such as the deep-sea fishing industry. 

Datuk Seri Sanusi said the cow’s'ry still imports $500 
million [Malaysian dollars} wort!. of corn, $337 million 
worth of fish, and $250 million worth of vegetables when 
these commodities could be produced domestically. 
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The ministry and its agencies. he said. are prepared to 

extend aid and cooperation to residents who are ready to 
further themselves and society through the agricultural 

sector. 

6804/9274 

Commentary on New Palm Oil, Agricultural 
Research 
$2130069a Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 

Vala; 2 Jan 88 ps 

[Text] The discovery of a new palm oil by Dr Maheran 

Abu Bakar is certain to generate a most important 
transition in this country’s agricultural sector, especially 

for the palm oil crop. After the “war™ on cooking o1! with 
other producing countries, the discovery of this new 

clone will offer bright prospects to planters or even 
aspiring planters 

The 5-year research program, which cost about $5 mil- 
hon [Malaysian dollars], produced palm oi! kernels that 

yield more oil with a higher grade in a shorter time than 
available varieties 

This new clone yields between 5 to 1! tons per 0.4 

hectare whereas palms now available produce only 2 to 3 

tons of kernels grom plots of the same size. 

The newest variety of kernels can be picked after only | 
and 1/2 years’ growth while kernels from trees now 
available are picked after 2 and 1/2 to 3 years’ growth. 
The trees producing the new kernels are shorter, making 
it casier for the grower to pick his crops 

The research, which was supported by the French Agri- 

cultural Research Center, apparent!y will change the 
future of the oi! palm growers. The discovery of the new 
clone will yreld greater results to the growers 

Dr Maheran’s discovery demonstrates how important it 

1s that the government as well as private entrepreneurs 

pay attention to agricultural research. To date the 
MARDI [Malaysian Agricultural Research and Develop- 
ment Institute) has made many new discoveries, includ- 

ing a variety of sweet corn and the Malaysian exotic 
papaya 

If we look at the United States. which 1s considered to be 
a big power with respect to industry and the weapons 
race, it 1s also a big power with respect to the agricultural 

sector. U.S. laboratories have developed a number of 

clones or methods in the agricultural field, which 1s a 
most important reason why that country continues to be 

recognized as a big power 

Thailand is an Asien nation that has advanced in the 
agricultural field. It not only can produce high-grade rice 
but also can produce high-grade mangoes. It exports 
sweet, seedless grapes which are grown only in the 

Bangkok metropolitan arca 
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It also exports delicious dates [Nephellium malaiensa], 
durian with tasty flesh. and guavas [psidiiem guajava]. 
each of which weighs more than a kilo. Why have they 

been able to become an advanced nation in the agricul- 

tural field? The answer 1s that Thailand pays a great deal 
of attention to agricultural research. 

King Bhumupol. who 1s a scientist, 1s greatly interested im 

this field. Agricultural research 1s included among “royal 
projects.” 

We must also follow the same path to advance. However, 

our farmers’ attitudes must be changed so that they 
accept the results of this research with open minds to 
prosper on their agricultural plots. 

6804/9274 

Council To Coordinate Scientific R&D 
42130067¢ Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 
30 Dec 87 pil 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, Tuesday [29 December]}—Begin- 
ning next year the National Science Research and Devel- 
opment Council (MPKSN) will coordinate research and 
development (R&D) activities in the scrence and tech- 
nology field in this country. 

Mr Law Hieng Ding, deputy minister for science, tech- 
nology. and environment, said this step was aimed at 
ensuring that every R&D program conformed to 
national requirements and development targets and at 

avoiding wastcfulness. 

He said several committees had been formed toward this 
end especially n the MPKSN to review R&D activities 
and programs that are being conducted by research 

agencies as well as high-ranking research centers and to 
offer advance and recommendations for their implemen- 
tation. 

Earlier. he said, every research center and agency and 
high-ranking research institution was free to carry out its 
own RAD activities. 

This, he said, resulted in considerable wasteful R&D 
activity in Malaysia because of lack of coordination. 
Every government agency and university had its own 
research priorities and did not take into accow.s! national 

requirements or development targets. 

Committee Formed 

Mr Law said a committee had been formed in the 
MPKSN to coordinate RAD activities so that they did 

not conflict with or veer from fields believed to be 
important for national development. 

“The committee is also reviewing ways in which to allot 
ministerial allocations for 1988 to the industrial, agricul- 

tural, medical and strategic sectors. 
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“The committee is chaired by the science advisor in the 
Prime Minister's Office (JPM), and its members consist 
of bureau chiefs, heads of RAD institutions, and repre- 
sentatives of local universities,” he said. 

According to Mr Law, the Treasury and the Economic 
Planning Unit (EPU) of the JPM have allocated $95.25 
million [Malaysian dollars] to increase RAD activities in 
this country. 

This allocation will be divided among 3! government 
bureaus and local research institutions and universities. 

The MPKSN, he said, will act only as a coordinating 
body and not as a supervisory body for all RAD activi- 
ties. 

6804/9274 

Bright Future Seen for Tin 
421300676 Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in 
Malay 30 Dec 87 p 16 

[Article by Ng Mee Looi]} 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, 29 December—The tin industry 
has a bright future now that more mines are being 
reopened after the price of that commodity increased. 

Thirty mines were reopened since the end of 1986, 
bringing the total of mines in operation to 227 as of the 
end of November. 

According to an official of the Mining Office, these are 
provisional figures and are subject to change. 

The Malaysian tin industry went through a gloomy 
period when 82 of its mines were closed in | year, and 
closings rose to 197 units toward the end of 1986. 

This occurred after the world tin crisis which began when 
the sixth International Tin Agreement (ITA) support 
price operation collapsed 2 years ago. 

The closing of the mines resulted in an unemployment 
problem when 5,000 workers in that industry had to be 
let go. 

In this deteriorating climate, the price of that commodity 
dropped to an average of $14.20 [Malaysian dollars] a 
kilo, and tin production dropped from 36,884 tons in 
1985 to 29,134 tons last year. 

However, the reopening of the mines in the past few 
months offers more job opportunities to workers than 
they had last year. Now 11,085 persons are employed in 
the tin industry. 

The tin price has now risen to between $17 and $17.50 a 
kilo compared with only $14 a kilo some time ago. 
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Interesi im the tin futures market has resumed on the 
Kuala Lumpur Commodity Exchange (BK KL) since that 
commodity began to be traded on 7 October. 

The target of 300 lots traded in | day—set by the 
exchange—has been recorded. 

Traders said domestic and international traders fre- 
quently participate in the market, but the small domestic 
mining activity still makes little impact. and speculation 

is limited on the BKKL. 

BKKL officials said to stimulate the market, the 
exchange may raise minimal unit contracts to 5 tons 
from the current |-ton unit. This is aimed at cutting costs 
to brokers and other purchasers because a number of 
traders feel these costs are too high. 

This will make it even more interesting to major traders 
who are accustomed to dealing in large lots. 

Traders on the exchange also were encouraged by a 
report that the London Metals Exchange would reinstate 
contracts for the tin futures market next year. 

They said thir, would have a good impact on the BKKL 
because it would allow unlimited trading activity 
because of the different time zones. 

According to the 1987-88 Treasury Report, Malaysian 
tin-in-concentrate production in 1988 is forecast at 
32,000 tons, the same as this year’s production. 

However, this year's growth rate was calculated at 9.9 
percent, more than that for the past years. This is a 
change in the production trend of the last 7 years. 

The 32,000 tons is about 22.5 percent of total world 
production, which was forecast at 142,500 tons this year. 

A spokesman for the Malayan States Mining Council 
said the industry predicted that the average price of tin 
in 1988 should exceed $18 a kilo since surplus stocks on 
the market are being reduced under the rationalization 
scheme of the Association of Tin Producing Countries 
(ATPC). 

Under that scheme, Malaysia was allotted production of 
28,526 tons, Indonesia 24,516, Thailand 19,000, Austra- 
lia 7,000, Bolivia 14,000, Nigeria 1,500, and Zaire 1.800. 

This was aimed at limiting ATPC exports to 96,000 tons 
per year to reduce the world tin surplus of 70,000 tons. 

The ATPC ministerial conference held in September 
agreed to extend the supply rationalization scheme for 
another year, beginning in March 1988 and ending in 
February 1989. 
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Redzuan Sumun, executive secretary of the ATPC, said 
members cf the ATPC executive committee would meet 
in Kuala Lumpur from !2 to 1S January to decide on a 
new export total to be approved an quotas for the 
member nations. 

He said stocks are being reduced at the established rate, 
and this eventually will raise the price to the normal 
level. 

“It is predicted that the normal level of $20 to $21 a kilo 
can be achieved by the end of 1988," he said. 

The spokesman for the mining council said the industry 
expects a bright future when the tin surplus is reduced. 

With stocks reduced to the normal level, consumption 
and production rates will be more stable. This means 
that the price for this metal will be better next year, he 
said. 

6804/9274 

Private Sector's Role in Revitalizing Economy 
42000257b Kuala Lumpur NEW STRAITS TIMES, 
27 Jan 88 p 15 

[Article by Laura Lee] 

[Text] The private sector can play a leading role in the 
economy by injecting dynamism into the various sectors, 
deputy secretary general of the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry, Wan Jaafar Abdullah said. 

It is also expected to take the opportunities created 
under the Industrial Master Plan, the National Agricul- 
tural Policy and the special Cabinet Committee on 
Anti-Recession. 

He added that given the resource constraints encoun- 
tered by the public sector and the privatisation policy, 
the Fifth Malaysia Plan targets and Malaysia's industrial 
growth will have to depend on the performance of the 
private sector. 

The role of the Government is to provide a conducive 
investment environment to enable the private sector to 
take on these challenges. This includes introducing mea- 
sures to improve efficiency and competitiveness of our 
products and to streamline cumbersome regulations that 
restrain growth. 

Delivering a paper on “Government Incentives for Eco- 
nomic Development” at the Malaysian Institute of Per- 
sonnel Management (MIPM) national convention 1988 
in Petaling Jaya yesterday Wan Jaafar said the invest- 
ment incentives were used to achieve specific Govern- 
ment objectives. 

MALAYSIA 

In the manufacturing sector, the Government objectives 
include encouraging invesitmen: (particularly for the 
export market), monpower training, promoting research 
and development and reinvestment. 

The manufacturing sector has been earmarked w pro- 
vide the growth impetus during the Fifth Malaysia Plan. 
The sector is expected to grow at 6.4 percent compared 
to 4.9 percent under the Fourth Malaysia Plan. 

To give the nation’s economy the necessary foundation 
for self-sustaining growth, Encik Wan Jaafar said the 
Government has made policy adjustments during the 
past year. 

One of the significant changes made was provided by the 
Promotion of Investment Act 1986 which replaced the 
Investment Incentives Act 1968. 

In its efforts to attract foreign investment, the Govern- 
ment has modified the condition on foreign equity 
ownership whereby a foreign investor is allowed to hold 
a majority or even 100 percent equity in a project which 
exports more than 50 percent of its production, or if the 
project can employ 350 fulltime Malaysian workers. 

To ensure that our exports remain competitive in the 
international market, the Government has revamped the 
Export Credit Refinancing (ECR) facilities to allow them 
greater access to low interest credit line prior to or upon 
shipment of their products. 

Under Phase One of the exercise, the range of goods 
eligible for refinancing was widened and the limits of 
financing raised from $3 million to $5 million. 

With Phase Two reforms on the pre-shipment facility, 
the ECR will ensure readily available financing to a 
wider range of direct and indirect exporters. 

Encik Wan Jaafar said the Government has also intro- 
duced a package of tax incentives in the agriculture and 
tourist sectors. 

For the agriculture sector, the Government's main aim is 
to encourage further downstream processing of agricul- 
tural resources tc :ncrease value added and export carn- 

ings. 

For the tourism industry, it is encouraging the setting up 
of more tourist facilities to promote a greater inflow of 
tourists into the country. 

In view of the important role that the private sector is 
expected to play in the economy in the coming years, 
Encik Wan Jaafar said the Government is sensitive to 
the needs of the industry and has been quick in respond- 
ing by regularly holding dialogue sessions with the vari- 
ous trade associations or councils. 
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place the blame: the Media Mindanao News Service 
(MMNS), a regional news agency, had prepared 

for the attack with its reporting Dire threats 3 
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Mrs Eco. “Whatever happens in Mindanao—large-scale 

Inspired by the experience of many human nghts orga- 
nizations whereby publicity is the first step to prevent 

PHILIPPINES 21 

and in about 3 years, MMNS also plans to go public with 
a radio program. Afier 2ll, 60 percent of all houscholds 

This 1s surely the most convincing proof of the quality of 
their reporting. 

One thing, however, has greatly disillusioned the MMNS 
staff. the necessity, even after the ouster of dictator 

cially these grourms are to fight against the NPA, yet 

rights groups all over the country have also documented 
serious incidents committed against civilians by the 
militias. 

Even politicians in Manila, who are not at all under 
suspicion of sympathizing with the NP 

has been serving in the capital of Manila since | 984 as an 
informal link with supraregional claims. 

In view of the present development, the scope of tasks of 
these news agencies will probably grow larger rather than 
smaller. No one regrets this fact more than they them- 
selves. 
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PAP Stresses Population Growth, Multiracial 
Society 

Party Convention P.csolutions 
42000260 Singapore NEW STKAITS TIMES in 
English 26 Jan 88 p i4 

[Text] Singapore, Mon.—The Republic's ruling party 

yesterday 

A convention of the People’s Action Party (PAP), which 
ended yesterday, sand a soceety embracing many races. 
cultures and religooms was the cornerstone of its philos- 
ophy. 

The 2-day convention was the first held by the party 
since it was formed im 1954. The party has ruled Singa- 
pore, which has a mixed racial population of 2.6 million, 
since 1959. 

Seventy-six percent of the population are of Chinese 
descent, 15 percent Muslim Malays and 6 percent ethnic 
Indians. The rest are Eurasian and from other ethnic 
groups. 

Teams 

The convention supported a Government bill recently 
introduced in Parliament that secks to institutionalise 
multiracial politics in Singapore. 

The bill would allow candidates to run in teams of three 
in almost half the 79 Parliamentary constituencies. 

The bill stipulates that one of the team slots musi be 
reserved for a member of a racial minority to ensure a 
fair representation of all races. 

The resolution said the party upheld the one-man-one- 
vote system, but said there was a need for adjustments 
from tume to time to guarantee multi-racial representa- 
tion in Parhament. 

Singapore's mayor opposition parties have opposed the 
bill, saying «i aimed at preventing them from winning 
more seats in Parliament, which now has just one 
opposition member. 

In another resolution, the convention cxpressed concern 
over a declining population growth rate, which fell to a 
record low of one percent last year. The party asked the 
people to respond to the Government's tax and childcare 
incentives and have bigger famuiles. 

li said a smaller number of babies born cach year would 
result in an ageing population, create a shortage of 
talented poople and “there will be fewer servicemen” to 
defend the country. 

SINGAPORE 2 

The convention also cupressed concern over Singaporc’s 

Deputy PM's Statement 

English 26 Jan 88 p 14 

“They were one dimensional in social personality. We 
emphasise education. Then after school or university, we 
compete for a good job. Then settle down to the 
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420700936 Bangkok SIAM RAT SAPDA WICHAN in 
Thai 13-19 Dec 87 pp 11-13 

[Article by Dr Surin Phitsuwan: “The Copyright Act. 
Strategy To Increase the Role of the House of Represen- 
tatives™] 

E N i i formulating and implementing foreign policy. It 1s well 
aware of the terme limititations and the need to reach a 
compromise with the United States on protecting intel- 

and obyective 1s not to busld the institution. 
They are just performing their duty based on their role 

alistc. They want to protect the nation’s “indepen- 
dence.” They don't want Thailand to become the “slawe™ 
of any country. Their data is often im error. They sclect 
only those data that will support thei cause | 
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privilege that does not support the process of delibera- 
tion Instead. it just creates confusion at the meetings 

The opposition’s claim that this matter was rasiroaded 
through and that parliament was not given a chance to 
debate the matter does not hold water Parliament had a 
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chance to debate the matter. Everyone at the mecting 
and observers who were there - «at day Knows that thes 1s 

wee. The only thing ts "ha: ai‘er the dedate got under- 

that the votes be counted for the third tume. the opros- 
tion refused to serve on the vote-<ounting commiutice 
This was the sstuatson throughout 'Vednesday afternoon 
The government faction had to rely on other rules of 

im favor of the change mm the 
submitted and « became clear that the opposition was 

not mterested in listensrg to the debate or 
ment's reasons, people proposed closing the debate. This 
was done following the proper procedure 

Now, the opposition % complamuing that this was rail- 

i 4 é : 

debate based on facts and reason But thal was imposs- 

-——_ 
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peacefully and to have order and unity, do we need to 
have powerful people contro'ling and gusding things” 

capabilities in a democratic system. 11943 

Cartoon Sees of Thailand as U.S. Pawn 
42070108¢ Bangkok DAILY NEWS in Thai 

28 Jan 88 p3 
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Cartoon Views Lao as Tools of SRV 
42070108b Bangkok THAI RAT in Thii 24 Dec 87 p 3 

[Cartoon] 

25 THAILAND 

VIUMFMANMWI TATUM (1) ee 2S OT. 
wasWuTIulns ASU 

Key: 
|. Please speak Lao; I don’t understand Vietnamese 
2. During the democratic period in Laos, Laos had a monarchy 
3. Laos asks Thailand, Why did you bomb us? Thailand asks Laos, Why did you fire rockets at us? 
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Editorial Cites ‘Malaysian Piracy’ Against Thai 
Boats 
42070093a Bangkok SIAM RAT SAPDA WICHAN in 
Thai 27 Dec 87-2 Jan 88 p 2 

|Editorial: “Thai Fishing and Maiaysia™] 

[Excerpt] Malaysian officials have acted like enemies 
and caused trouble for Thai fishermen. This has hap- 
pened quite frequently. It has been a chronic problem for 
many years. Thailand and Malaysia are neighboring 

countries with bordering territorial waters. Malaysian 
officials have harassed and arrested Thai fishermen 
transiting Malaysian waters on their way to fish in 

international waters. And they have occasionally seized 
Thai boats fishing in international waters and used 
warships to force the Thai boats to shore, charging the 
fishermen with fishing in Malaysia's territorial waters. 
Fishermen have been tried and their boats have been 
seized unjustly. 

We sympathize with the plight of the Thai fishermen. 
We think that something must be done to put a stop to 
such actions by Malaysian officials, who are acting like 
pirates. The government, or the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, must try to solve this problem as soon as 
possible. It isn’t enough simply to issue statements 
prohibiting Thai fishing boats from fishing in the terri- 
torial waters of neighboring countries. This won't solve 
this problem, because it is Malaysian officials who are 
brutally violating the rights of Thai fishermen. 

11943 
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Cartoon Spoofs Sitthi Sawetsila, ASEAN Summit 
42070108a Bangkok LAK THAI in Thai 17 Dec 87 p 15 

[Cartoon] 

[F Dew 

Key: 
1. Ancient scarecrow 

2. ASEAN Summit Meeting in Manila 

11943 
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Privy Council Chief Sanya Discusses King’s A ctiviti 

42070095 Bangkok HI-CLASS in Thai Dec 87 pp 31-39 

{Interview with Privy Council Chief Sanya Thammasak: 
date and place not specified] 

[Excerpts] [Question] As the chief of the Privy Council 
and as a person who has been a privy councillor for many 
years, in view of the fact that the king will celebrate his 
60th birthday this year, would you tell us in what tasks 
the king is engaged, including those in which you are 
involved? 

jAnswer] Based on the things in which I have been 
involved as a privy councillor, the king is very busy. He 
is involved in some task every day. Based on the tasks 
that I and the Privy Council have done in serving him, 
there is much work. The main tasks of the Privy Council 
are stipulated in the constitution. That is, privy council- 
lors serve as advisors to the king and carry out the tasks 
assigned by the king. 

The regular work can be divided into two main spheres. 
A major task is the legal work. After a law has been 
passed by parliament or promulgated by the govern- 
ment, it must be submitted to the Privy Council. This 
includes acts, decrees, and regulations. 

[Question] In what way does the Privy Council provide 
direct help? 

[Answer] We point out things that we feel should be 
noted. But usually, there are few such things, because the 
government does a good job. That is, our Royal Decree 
Office does an excellent job. There is much legal work. 
Parliament is now in session and so there are many acts 
to consider. We have much work to do. That is one thing. 

There is another sphere of great interest to the people. 
Many prisoners who have been given sentences submit 
appeals to the king asking him to grant amnesty or 
commute their sentence. 

[Question] How many appeals are submitted each year? 

[Answer] A lot. In 1986, there were 208 or 209 petitions 
from prisoners. 

[Question] Normally, how many people serve on the 
Privy Council at one time? 

[Answer] Normally, there are 15 members. But at 
present, we are down to I 1. 

[Question] Will people be appointed to fill the vacan- 
cies? 

THAILAND 

[Answer] It ts up to the king to decide whom to appoint 

and when. This is stated in the constitution. As for 
people submitting petitions to the king, kings of Thai- 
land have been receiving such petitions ever since the 
kingdom was founded during the time of King Ramk- 
hamhaeng. Anyone with a problem could petition the 
king. They could submit it to him as he passed by on the 
road. Some of the petitions are turned over to the Privy 
Council. Others aren't. It depends on whether they 
concern the law. 

[Question] Amnesty is usually granted at the time of 
important occasions each year. Some prisoners wait for 
important days such as the king's birthday in the hope of 
having their sentence reduced or being granted amnesty. 
Some are disappointed when their sentence is not 
reduced. Why is this? Is is because their crimes were so 
heinous or because not all the cases were examined? 

[Answer] (laughs) It’s like this. When people sumbmit a 
petition asking to be granted amnesty, it’s not up to the 
king but the government. It’s the government that pro- 
mulgates a decree in accord with the law. They can 
commute a death sentence to life in prison. But this must 
be submitted to the king for promulgation as a royal 
decree. This is not up to the king. But the petitions sent 
by prisoners that | mentioned above are considered by 
the king. 

[Question] Take the well-known case of Mr Surachai 
Saedan, for example. Did that go through you? 

[Answer] Yes. It went through the Privy Council. 

[Question] And the case involving Police Lt Col Anan 
Senakhan? 

[Answer] The same thing happened. That is, he made a 
direct appeal. But it went through the Ministry of Inte- 
rior first. The Ministry of Interior made a recommenda- 
tion. The matter was then passed on to the Privy Council 
and then submitted to the king. 

[Question] If you or the Privy Council approve a peti- 
tion, the king will usually give his approval, too, isn't 
that right? 

[Answer] No. (laughs) This is an important point that 
people should understand. The king makes his own 
decisions. Stated simply, people can't tell him what to 
do. He decides matters for himself. There have been 
many instances in which he has disagreed with the Privy 
Council. There have been many instances when he has 
disagreed with Ministry of Interior and government. He 
has his own views and special prerogatives. It is his 
prerogative to make the actual decision. 

[Question] But in general, if the Privy Council submits 
something, he will approve it, isn’t that right? 

[Answer] No. That is not correct. 
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[Question] How does he voice his objection” 

[Answer] It's like this. We submit matters for his consid- 
eration. It's true that he usually approves the matter. He 
trusts his people. We are all older people who have 

served as government officials in many sectors. We work 
together closely in considering what should be done 

before submitting a matter to the king. He usually 
approves. But sometimes he doesn’t. 

[Question] If he disagrees, what order does he give? 

[Answer] He makes comments. For example, the Privy 
Council may feel that a particular prisoner is a very evil 
person and should be executed. But when the case 
reaches the king, he may notice something. He may send 
the case back to the council and tell us to reconsider the 
matter. We then submit the case to him again. He 1: very 
careful. He might decide to commute the sentence to life 
in prison. He can do that. And he has done this many 
times. 

[Question] Have many petitions have been submitted in 
lese majesty cases and what decisions has he made? 

[Answer] Lese majesty cases are criminal cases. The 
penalties are very stiff. If a person commits lese majesty 
or the police suspect that someone has committed this 
crime, the police will conduct an investigation. They can 
arrest the person and bring him to trial. They may or 
may not file charges. It depends. If the case goes to trial 
and the court sentences him to prison, the prisoner may 
ask to be granted amnesty. After going to jail, he may ask 
that his sentence be reduced. Police Lt Col Anan Senak- 
han, for example, spent several years in prison and then 
submitted a petition. 

[Question] In a recent case involving Mr Wira Musika- 
phong, the trial court found him not guilty, but the 
appeals court overturned the lower court's decision. This 
seems very strange. It seems that he should have been 
found guilty the first time. 

[Answer] The courts have not yet rendered a final 
decision. 

[Question] Can you give us an indication.... 

[Answer] No. No. No. The case is still pending. A 
petition can't be submitted at this time. 

[Question] If the Supreme Court finds him guilty, can 
Mr Wira submit a request for amnesty? 

[Answer] Of course. But this must wait until a final 
verdict is reached. 

[Question] Do you think it’s possible that the Supreme 
Court will find him not guilty? Have there been any 
similar cases? What do you think about tiis? 

THAILAND 

[Answer] What do I think? (laughs) I can’t say anything. 
As a privy councillor, | can’t comment on this. Because 

the case 1s still pending. I can’t say anything about this. 

[Question] Many people are interested in this case. They 
have questions about the decisions rendered by the two 

courts. 

[Answer] There is no reason for people to be suspicious. 

The methods used in considering criminal cases are quite 

clear. 

[Question] What qualities should the prime minister or a 
person who wants to become prime minister of Thailand 
have? What kind of person should be be? 

[Answer] He should be honest and know how to use 
people. The Buddha taught us about “bukkhonyathita.~ 
Second, he must have broad knowledge. He must have 
definite political policies. Frankly, I don’t know what the 
policies of the existing political parties are. | studied in 

England for a period. The political parties there have 
very clear policies. | was a foreigner and yet I knew what 
their policies were. 1 knew what the conservatives and 
liberals wanted to do for their people. And they acted in 
accord with their policies. But here, I don't know 
whether I am stupid or what, but I know nothing about 
the policies of our political parties. 

[Question] As a privy councillor and the head of the 
Privy Council, can’t you make use of this observation in 
administering things? 

[Answer] The constitution clearly prohibits privy coun- 
cillors from becoming involved in politics. 

[Question] Can't you express your views through the 
king? 

[Answer] No. We can't take the side of or become 
members of any political party. We must be strictly 
neutral. 

[Question] Will this system provide a foundation for 
having an elected prime minister? That 1s, will the prime 
minister be selected from the most well-known and 
popular MPs, with those who are not well known having 
no chance? 

[Answer] I think that this depends on the state of 
democracy in each country. This system may be appro- 
priate for countries such as England, the United States, 
Denmark, Sweden, and other European countries with a 
perfect democracy. But this may not be appropriate for 
other countries. There must be people who will help 
make the country safe politically and militarily. 

[Question] Are soldiers necessary here? 



[Question] Do you agree that the military is an impor- 

[Question] Do you think that it is still neccessary that the 
prime minister be a military man? 

[Answer] (laughs) I can’t answer that. I don't know. 
(laughs) 

[Question] You were a civilian when you were appointed 
prime minister. Basec on Thailand's previous experienc- 
es, it seems that civiliz:: prime ministers do not remain 
in office very long. It usually isn’t too long before they 
are replaced by a soldier. This has happened many times. 

[Answer] Which is what happened to me, right? (laughs) 

[Question] Achan Seni, Achan Khukrit, you, and even 
Achan Thanin all held the position of prime minister for 
only a very short peviod. Thus, I would like to ask, what 
do you think about the potential of a civilian prime 
minister as compared with that of a military prime 
minister? 

[Answer] That's a political matter. I can't answer that. I 
can’t say anything about that. (laughs) Wait until I leave 
the Privy Council. Then you will know. 
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Key Athit Aides Transferred Out of Command 

42070093c Bangkok SIAM RAT SAPDA WICHAN in 
Thai 20-26 Dec 87 p 7 

{Unattributed report: “Staff Officer Hank Transferred, 
Final Destruction of Gen Athit™] 

[Text] It is now the turn of Col Phiraphong Sanphakphi- 
sut, or 
Gen Athit, to be “eliminated.” He will be removed from 
his position as deputy commander of the Ist King’s 
Guard Engineers Regiment and made.an instructor at 
the Engineering School. 

Staff Officer Hank, an important power base of | 
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power 
in the military. At that time, it was said that Col 

i was the who acted openly on 
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After Gen Athit was fired from his position as RTA 
CINC and then retired from his position as supreme 
commander, Col Phiraphong was relieved of his position 

Engineerin, School, which will leave him suspended in 
time, means that the old power base of Gen Athit 
Kamlangek has been completely dismantled. 
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Shortly after that, Lt Col Kittisak Suwannatemi, a 
nephew and key supporter of Gen Athit. was removed 
from his position as a battalion commander with the Ist 
King’s Guard Cavalry Regiment and appointed deputy 
commander of the 12th Thahan Phran Irregulars Regi- 
ment. He was replaced by Li Col Wichit Yathip, a 
supporter of Gen Chawalit Yongchaiyut. 

A well-informed military news source told SIAM RAT 
SAPDA WICHAN that Col Phiraphong Sanphakphisut 
has long known that he would be transferred. He has 

THAILAND 

tried to pull strings with supporters of Big Chiu but to no 
avail. 

“How could he hope to succeed,” said the news source. 
“When Gen Athit was in power, Col Phiraphong man- 
aged to alienate everyone.” 

This should serve to remind everyone that whenever 
they do something, they should always leave themselves 
an out. 
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Developments in Economic Relations With Soviets 
Reviewed 
42000258 Hanoi Vietnam COURIER in English 
Oct 87 pp 9-12 

[Article by Nguyen Van Quy] 

[Text] Vietnam-Soviet economic relations were first 
established in 1955 when President Ho Chi Minh paid a 
visit to the Soviet Union and signed an agreement on 
Soviet assistance to Vietnam for its economic recovery. 
Since then these relations have grown steadily. In the 
period between 1955 and 1975, the Soviet Union helped 
Vietnam restore or build anew nearly 200 projects 
including the first major ones for socialist construction 
in our country. 

Following the victory in 1975 of our people's war of 
resistance to the U.S. aggressors, from 1976 to 1980 the 
Soviet Union granted us nearly as much non-refundable 
aid and credit as in the previous 20 years. Qualitative 
strengthening of relations between Vietnam and the 
Soviet Union in general, and of their economic relations 
in particular, was marked by the signing in November 
1978 of the Vietnam-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and 
Cooperation. In the 5 years from 1981 to 1985 Soviet 
grants and loans to Vietnam were nearly double those 
granted in the previous 5 years. 

In the past 10 years, given the extremely wicked eco- 
nomic blockade of Vietnam by the U.S. and other hostile 
powers, Soviet assistance was of extremely important 
significance to us. The Soviet Union has supplied 70 to 
100 percent of our needs concerning the most important 
Strategic materials, thus decisively helping us maintain 
production and normal living conditions. Complete sets 
of Soviet equipment in the electricity, coal, oil and gas, 
cement and engineering industries, in communications 
and transport, etc., have propped up the weakest links of 
our economy and strengthened our initial material- 
technical infrastructure. 

Looking back over the past 32 years of Vietnam-Soviet 
economic cooperation we can see the following domi- 
nant characteristics. Firstly, because of our low starting 
point, the Soviet Union has helped us build the founda- 
tions for our economy—works characterized by large 
investments, time-consuming construction, and slow 
returns. Secondly, besides economic loans the Soviet 
Union has given us non-refundable aid, either periodi- 
cally or on specific occasions. The cancellation of all 
debts, principal and interest, was announced by the 
Soviet Union in July 1973. Thirdly, Vietnam has always 
had an unfavourable balance of trade with the Soviet 
Union. In certain years exports were less than one third 
of imports. Hence the constant granting of Soviet credit 
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to he!p cover the excess of imports over exports. For our 
part, we have often failed to honour our trade commit- 
ments. Besides, the quality of the goods sent to the Soviet 
Union is often deficient. 

The above-mentioned facts show that Soviet-Vietnam- 
ese relations of cooperation are lop-sided and based on 
subsidies. This type of cooperation is not suited to the 
present situation. 

Firstly, all the socialist countries in the Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) unanimously hold 
that in the present period of historical development, the 
socialist countries must improve the mode of coopera- 
tion among themselves and strengthen sociaiist eco- 
nomic association in order to turn to full account the 
strength of the whole socialist community in its eco- 

eration so far applied, based on the supply of raw 
materials and fuels by the Soviet Union and the 
exchange and trade of products, is no longer suitable. It 
does not encourage the application of scientific-techno- 
logical advances with a view to raising the quality of 
products. The trend in the modern world is to strengthen 
international division of labour, specialisation and coop- 
eration in production. In West European capitalist coun- 
tries, owing to Cooperation in production, the machine- 
building industry alone provides 40 percent of foreign 
trade turnover in this field. Specialisation and coopera- 
tion in production work as a lever *0 promote scientific 
and technological advances and product quality. Mem- 
bers of the socialist community have only taken the 
initial steps in this direction. CMEA member countries 
also hold that the renovation of the mode of cooperation 
must go hand in hand with the renovation of the forms of 
cooperation, and that bureaucratic and purely formal 
cooperation activities must be changed. This means the 
development of direct relations among enterprises. This 
is an important form of cooperation, a lever that will 
strengthen economic links among the socialist countries. 
Another important form is to set up international unions 
of enterprises and joint ventures. 

Among the socialist countries, specialisation and coop- 
eration means the implementation of socialist interna- 
tional division of labour. This division of labour must 
develop the potentialities and strengths of each country, 
thus enabling it to develop in the most effective way and 
ensuring the operation of economic laws, first of all, the 
basic economic law of socialism. 

This division of labour also requires equal exchanges in 
terms of labour, quantitatively and qualitatively. Its aim 
is to bring about the same level of development in the 
socialist countries, each being able to develop on the 
basis of a balanced economy, and to create conditions for 
their broader participation in the general international 
division of labour. In the capitalist world, relations 
between the developed and the developing countries 
consist of unequal exchanges, which cripple the latter 
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countries and bring about unequal international cooper- 
ation, characterised by their exploitation at the hands of 
the former. Socialism practises equal exchanges in terms 
of labour. No party can receive goods representing more 
labour than it gives. 

Of course socialism practises mutual, fraternal assis- 
tance. Lenin holds that one of the conditions for the 
success of revolution in a country is the assistance 
rendered it by those countries where revolution has 
already been successful. The dialectics of nature teaches 
that everything has its objective limits. One-way assis- 
tance should be practised mainly in the initial period and 
must be followed by a gradual transition to cooperation 
relations as the recipient country develops. The interests 
of world socialism requires that recipient countries 
quickly strive to stand on their own feet so that they can 
in turn help more backward countries. Several socialist 
countries in Eastern Europe have reached this stage and 
are now collectively helping Vietnam, Mongolia and 
Cuba in accordance with a decision of CMEA. 

The Soviet Union has been helping Vietnam in a true 
spirit of proletarian internationalism and Marxism-Le- 
ninism in its capacity as the first socialist country in the 
world and the most powerful country in the Socialist 
Community. It has also been giving great help to many 
other nations in the world, from Europe to Asia, from 
Africa to Latin America. With regard to the developing 
countries in general, the Soviet Union has helped 70 
countries build 3,240 projects, of which 1,948 have been 
commissioned. Soviet assistance is characterised by the 
fact that it aims at helping these countries build key 
economic branches. Hence in many cases cooperation 
with the Soviet Union plays the decisive role in the 
setting up of modern economic branches in newly inde- 
pendent countries. The Soviet Union has scrupulously 
implemented the United Nations’ resolution to the effect 
that the industrially developed countries should spend 
0.7 percent of their GNP on helping the under-devel- 
oped countries. As a matter of fact, the Soviet Union's 
effort has been higher in this field than that of the United 
States, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan and 
France. 

Obviously the Soviet people's living standards would 
have been much higher if the Soviet Union had concen- 
trated her economic potentials on raising them. The 
Soviet people's legitimate desire is to have better living 
conditions. It is in response to this desire that the Soviet 
Party and State have made Soviet social policy a strate- 
gic task. This is in the interests not only of the Soviet 
Union but also of world socialism. Progressive mankind 
wants the Soviet Union to grow ever mightier and Soviet 
living standards to grow ever higher. This is the hope of 
all those who want a better world. 

The Vietnamese people also desire their living condi- 
tions to be improved but they cannot allow themselves to 
ask of the Soviet Union assistance that goes beyond the 
principles governing economic cooperation r-lations. 

VIETNAM 

Over the past 10 years, facts show that we have not yet 
fully exploited our resources in land, labour and other 
fields. True, we lack capital and technical know-how. 
The Soviet Union has been and is prepared to put capital 
and technology at our disposal to help us develop our 
strengths. So what do we lack? In the last analysis we lack 
the will to cooperate effectively. We have not yet over- 
come our over-reliance on our friends’ help. 

Only on the basis of ensuring both sides’ interests can we 
maintain and develop cooperation. The point is to find 
flexible forms of cooperation suited to each country’s 
potentialities and level of development. Vietnam is one 
of the three least developed countries in CMEA. That is 
why CMEA has decided that help to them shall come 
from the whole community not from the Soviet Union 
alone. Moreover, this assistance must ensure mutual 
benefit. The Soviet Union has been none the less the 
greatest provider of help to all three countries. Cuba's 
and Mongolia’s cooperation with the Soviet Union has 
been based on the principle of mutual benefit, each party 
fulfilling its commitments. It is owing to this cooperation 
on the basis of equality and mutual benefit with the 
Soviet Union and other socialist countries that Cuba and 
Mongolia have now begun completing the material and 
technical basis of socialism, and are becoming industrial- 
agricultural countries. As for us, we are still in the initial 
stage of the transition period, in which conditions must 
be created for industrialisation, which will be stepped up 
only in the next stage. Our starting point is much lower 
than even Cuba's and Mongolia’s. Our per capita 
national income is only one-tenth that of the East 
European socialist countries while Cuba's is approxi- 
mately 65 percent and Mongolia’s 50 percent that of the 
latter. 

What is the secret behind these two countries’ fairly 
rapid growth? The explanation lies in several factors, 
including their respective starting points, but an impor- 
tant element has been the active cooperation of the 
Soviet Union and other socialist countries due to the 
suitable forms that have been found for this cooperation. 
These two fraternal countries like many others are meet- 
ing with numerous difficulties in their economic devel- 
opment. But their cooperation relations with the Soviet 
Union are effective ones in which the strengths of Cuba 
(sugar and some other fields) and Mongolia (animal 
husbandry and minerals) are fully promoted. At present 
in Mongolia an international geological surveying is at 
work which has the legal status of a foreign enterprise. 

Renovation is a pressing necessity in Vietnam-Soviet 
relations. These relations must be based on equality, 
mutual benefit and mutual responsibility. This is the 
only way to build confidence, enlarge cooperation, and 
raise production performance. Then we may participate 
in the international division of labour on an equal 
footing, gradually narrow the gap between our country 
and the developed countries, and catch up with the 
general level of the socialist community and of the world. 
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On the basis of renovation, the Soviet Union has agreed 
to focus its cooperation with Vietnam on the three major 
economic programmes put forward by the Sixth Con- 
gress of the CPV and to cooperate with us on a large scale 
in such fields as agriculture, consumer goods, engineer- 
ing and electronic products, fertilizers and chemicals, 
mining and labour cooperation. The following principles 
have been agreed on: 

The Soviet Union will make the necessary investments 
for turning out finished products and meet the needs of 
those working under the plans of cooperation. 

The Soviet Union will help Vietnam in the fields of 
science and technology and of organisation and manage- 
ment of production in order to ensure good product 
quality and effective cooperation. 

Vietnam will fulfil its commitments concerning the 
delivery of products. 

Flexible forms of cooperation will be applied at three 
levels: state, branch and enterprise, including direct 
relations between enterprises and the establishment of 
international union of enterprises and joint-ventures. 

For their part, the Party and the people of Vietnam will 
uphold the spirit of self reliance and engage in mutually 
beneficial cooperation with our Soviet friends on an 
equal footing. We must resolutely correct our previous 
mistakes, radically improve our use of the equipment 
and materials supplied by our friends, promptly upgrade 
our cooperation machinery, which was cumbersome, 
ineffective, and only suited for cooperation based on 
subsidies. 

Because of its slow rate of development, Vietnam still 
needs Soviet help in order to meet some pressing needs 
in production and consumption and to develop its 
infrastructure. But of great significance is the fact that 
the two sides have confirmed the shift of emphasis from 
assistance and trade to mutually beneficial cooperation. 
This is a turning point in the economic relations between 
the two countries. 

Economic relations reflect political relations, which in 
turn direct economic relations. There can be no close 
economic cooperation without identity of political 
views. The visit to the Soviet Union in May 1987 by 
CPV General Secretary Nguyen Van Linh and the taiks 
he held with Gorbachev, General Secretary of the CPSU, 
were marked by total political agreement between the 
two sides. This, once again, shows that the strengthening 
of solidarity and all-round cooperation with the Soviet 
Union is the cornerstone of our foreign policy. 

Seven decades of socialism and many years of Vietnam- 
Soviet relations have demonstrated that we must coop- 
erate with the Soviet Union is we are to develop our 
economy. The Soviet people wish to see a strong Viet- 
nam, just as the Vietnamese people wish to see a mighty 
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Soviet Union. This is the requirement of the cause 
represented by the October Revolution. We have now 
reached identity of views though perhaps rather belated- 
ly. We have wasied many years. Therefore the pressing 
task of our Party and people is to try our best to fulfil our 
commutments in cooperation with the Soviet Union. 

(9604 

F Le Chan | jandaheglenagy 
36500036 Helsinki HUFVUDSTADSBLADET in 
Swedish 8 Now 87 p 12 

[Article by Carl-Gustav Linden: “Troops Withdrawn By 
1990 At The Latest’; Cambodia Stull Occupied”] 

{Excerpts} Hanoi/Bangkok (HUFVUDSTADSBLA- 

DET)}—*“Whether we have a solution or not, in 1990 we 
will withdraw.” 

So said representatives of Vietnam's foreign ministry 
who pointed out that the Kampuchea problem can only 
be truly solved by the Kampuchean parties themselves. 

Decision Holds Firm 

Le Chan, the deputy at the foreign ministry's North 
Europe bureau, said that the decision was holding firm, 
no matter what happened. 

“The Kampuchea issue has two aspects. On the one 
hand, there is the Indochinese aspect which Indonesia, 
together with Vietnam and Kampuchea, is trying to 
solve. But this solution is mainly up to the Kampuchean 
people, it has to be the object of a national inquiry in 
Kampuchea.” 

Through general elections, the way the UN wants, nght? 

“I think what Mochtar and Nguyen Co Thach have 
proposed is a reason they could hold an unofficial 
cocktail party. 

“Then there is an international aspect, that peace and 
security in southeast Asia must be guaranteed.” 

What would happen if Vietnam withdrew its forces 
today? Can Kampuchea’s army stand up to the resis- 
tance movement? 

“I think that by 1990 the Democratic Republic of 
Kampuchea will be strong enough to be totally respon- 
sible for its security, they are already in charge of most of 
it. We have Vietnamese troops there, but only as sup- 
port. In 1990 the Kampucheans will do all the work 
themselves.” 

It has been said that Prince Norodom Sihanouk is the 
only person who can put together a new government for 
Kampuchea. 
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“I think the issue of a new government ought to be 
resolved in discussions among the Kampucheans them- 
selves, Heng Samrin and Prince Sihanouk. Vietnam or 
ee a 

rs. 

“Sull, what you said is not realistic, since the fact is that 
Kampuchea’s entire territory 1s controlled by Heng Sam- 
mn.” 

Do you think the Khmer Rouge still have major support 
in China? 

“We went into Kampuchea because Pol Pot attacked us 
in the south but also to save the people of Kampuchea. If 
Pol Pot had not been there, we would have withdrawn a 
long time ago. But China and Thailand are trying to keep 
Pol Pot there, Thailand gives them space, China fur- 
nishes them with everything. If we were to withdraw, Pol 
Pot would take over again. 

“But if we in Indochina can come to an agreement, | 
don’t think China wili have any reason to oppose it. 
They have their ideas 20d plans, but if the Kampucheans 
reach an agreement among themselves, that is the main 
thing. I think China is interested in a solution. 

“Relations between Vietnam and China are not espe- 
cially good, we are not friends as we were before. Still, 
it's quite quiet at the border, tensions are not as great as 
the Chinese say they are. By creating instability in the 
region, China may be irying to show Mochtar that the 
tension remains. 

“I think this is the Chinese plan: Try to disrupt stability 
and try to harm other countries seeking a solution, to 
show that without China « will be hard to reach this 
solution.” 

In the Western press it is sometimes said that the Soviet 
Union is disturbed by how its aid to Vietnam is being 
used in Kampuchea and has applied more pressure to 
reach a solution. 

“In the West, in Thailand especially, they want the 
Soviet Union to apply more pressure on Vietnam for a 
withdrawal, in their favor. But I think the Soviet Union 
supports the Democratic Republic of Kampuchea and 
also our proposals and our policy and stance on the 
Kampuchea problem. This has proved to be so on many 
occasions, even if the newspapers have said how dissat- 
isfied the Soviet Union is supposed to be since foreign 
affairs minister Shevardnadze's trip to southeast Asia 
(he visited Bangkok as well).” 

In the spring a Swedish minister said Sweden is thinking 
of withdrawing all its assistance if Vietnam does not 
leave Kampuchea in 1990. Would you say Sweden has 
applied pressure on you? 
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“In Sweden, assistance to Vietnam has been under 
pressure from conservative groups and from parties as 
well, but I think the Swedes are convinced Victnam will 
withdraw. They're relying on us.” 

Has anything similar been heard from Finland? 

“No. We cooperate well with Finland, just as we do with 
Sweden. Finland is a neutral country and it doesn't speak 
as openly on these issues, but Finland as well certainly 
wants us to withdraw from Kampuchea.” 

Compromise’ 

Bui Tin, a journalist and military strategist on the party 
organ NHAN DAN, went still further than Le Chan. 

“I believe in a compromise solution. General elections 
can be held in Kampuchea, the people will vote for a 
coalition government which can write a new constitu- 
tion. The elections should be conducted with observa- 
tion from an international organization. 

“Pol Pot has withdrawn, he has heart problems, he 
eae Seperate ee a ee 
kok hospital. There is room in a future 
ie tides Rare olen. sat ie Oe eee 
brains,” Bui Tin said. 

Very Complicated 

The Kampuchea probiem is complicated, to say the least. 
The situation was well illustrated by what a Western 
diplomat in Bangkok told HUFVUDSTADSBLADET: 

“There are just as many theories about what will happen 
after 1990 as there are diplomats, both very optimistic 
and very pessimistic ones. 

“But the most common theory, if you can call it that, is 
that Vietnam will leave Kampuchea with much to-do in 
1990. A civil war will break out when the country's own 
army can't cope with the resistance movement. Heng 
Samrin then calls in Vietnam's army to deal with the 
situation. Critics thus lose their most important argu- 
ment, that Vietnam is occupying Kampuchea against its 
will. Thus, in legal terms, there will be nothing to accuse 
Vietnam of. 

“I think the answer to what will happen rests on how 
strong the Democratic Republic of Kampuchea's army is 
when the Vietnamese depart.” 

Status Quo In Everyone's Interest 

Matters do not improve when one considers that all the 
major powers are interested in having the situation 
remain as it is now: 
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China supports the Khmer Rouge and so avoids getting 
involved in a costly war with Vietnam on its own border. 
while at the same time Victnam 1s wolated imternation- 
ally. 

Al present the Sovect Union's only real year-round 
Pacific Ocean harbor 1s mm Vietnam. at Cam Ranh: if one 
adds land bases and mulitary support. ths ss a cheap 
price to pay to maintain the bases. 

As long as the Vietnamese threaten all of southeast Asia. 
the US can legitumuize is bases, particularly us Thai 
bases, and the military pact with the ASEAN countres 
secure. 

12789/12913 

7 Jan 88 pl 

January the People’s Council held a plenary 
the conference room. ie dete bee ne 
the meeting: Nho Xuan Luc, Pham Van Khoi, Ngo Mai 
Kim, Bui Quy Xiem, Nguyen Thanh Than, Nguyen Thi 
Phuc, Nguyen Thi Dieu Tu, Pham Van Khue, Nguyen 
Chu Minh, and Dinh Ngoc Vinh. 

and expressed The opinions discussed at the team level cx 
in the conference room showed that the following mat- 
ters were more outstanding: 

About the fulfillment of the 1987 plan, many delegates 
believed that the work was unstable and unbalanced and 
that it was up to various sectors to do their work at their 
convenience and without coordination, hence the need 
for the Municipal People's Committee to improve super- 
visory work and to arrive at a unified leadership system. 
The fact that the measures that had been taken to 
organize implementation of positions and policies were 
far from strict created reluctance and indecision among 
producers prior to such implementation, hence the 
urgent need to strengthen policies in order to further 
develop the potential capabilities of families and private 
citizens as a productive force. There was the phenome- 
non of the subwards often pursuing business activities 
without due regard for legal and administrative manage- 
ment. 

About the 1988 pian for agricultural production, all 
delegates advocated the way of signing contracts to 
assign goals based on unit prices and to firmly require 
final payment, which is creating a new motivation in 
production. Attention must be paid to organizing invest- 
ment in agriculture, particularly in water conservancy 
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ne reas oe Semen, Se nae a a Gee 
chases of agricultural products must be taken on a 
regular basis, with purchases of paddy to be made at the 

lize contract-order pnces and supply of power and adopt 

tion must be paid to increasing the production of farm 
commodities and medicinal matenals for export. In 

asked for a reduction of the many intermediary ievels to 
allow distncts and wards to discuss among themscives 
direct shipment of vegetables to the urban areas. 

support contributions to avoid individual schools col- 
lecting them in their own way and strive to maintain the 
quality of education. Family planning work must be 
stepped up, with careful consideration of whether the 
rate of populaticn increase did go down in 1987. About 
internal affairs, to settle complaints was found to be still 
slow. It was not correct to say that 82 percent of the 
letters of complaints had been settled. The admunistra- 
tion and law enforcement organs musi severely punish 
those people who have abused their democratic nghts by 
giving false complaints. Nguyen Manh Khuc, Truong 
Tung, Nguyen Ngoc Le, and Nguyen Tien Duc on behalf 
of the Municipal People’s Committee took turns answer- 
ing the questions that the committees of the People's 
Council and delegates asked about the following matters. 
the progress made and results obtained in a number of 
scientific research projects proposed by the municipal:- 
ty, construction and distribution of housing: a number of 
problems having to do with production and the standard 
of living. 

Municipal People’s Commitice Chairman Tran Tan 
reviewed all the delegates’ opinions and analyzed their 
views and the ways they assessed the 1987 situation and 
the bases that would ensure fulfil.ment of the goals set in 
the 1988 socioeconomic development plan. 

After having taken part in drafting the resolution and 
offered its own opinion in the conference room, the 
People’s Council approved the resolution on the 1988 
socioeconomic development plan. Then it ended its | 3th 
session. 
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National Assembly Passes Land Use Law 
42090119 Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
9 Jan 88 pl 

[Editorial: “Management and Use of Land by Law”) 

[Text] The land resources of our country consist of 6.9 
million hectares of agricultural land, 9.6 million hectares 
of forested land, including 7.6 million hectares of forest 
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presently under exploitation. 1.6 million hectares of 
specialired-use land and more than | 4.8 millon hectares 
of vanous types of land not yet being used. primarily 
empty, bare hills and mountams, m addition, there are 
mulhons of squa: _ kilometers of terrtonal waters. Land 
i$ Not only a special production maternal of agricultural. 
forestry and fishing production bul also an umportant 
factor of the environment and a basis for mmpliementing 
labor and population redistribution and for building 
economuc, cultural, social, security and national defense 

tains steadily mmcreases. Meanwhile, the annual popula- 
thon mncrease 1s faurly high and the average area of ficid 
land becomes steadily lower. Negative occurrences im 
both land management and use are widespread and in 
some locations extremely senows. The problem pre- 
sented 1s the need to protect and maintain existing land 
assets so that “cach decimeter of land is a decimeter of 

Resolution of the Sixth Party Congress. 

Strengthening land management by law is an 
demand for our entire party and people. To achieve 
effective land management and exploitation, everyone 
needs a concept of land respect, conservation, and espe- 
cially the legal system. In answering this requirement, on 
29 December 1987, the second session of the Eighth 
Net:onal Assembly officially passed the Land Law, and 
on 8 January 1988, the Chairman of the Council of State 
signed the public order. 

The Land Law expresses the will of our party, state and 
people to strengthen the socialist legal system and raise 
the spirit of responsibility of every organization and 
individual to protect and use the land in accordance with 
firm regulations, exploring land potential in a rational, 
efficent and thorough manner to conserve the land and 
to contribute toward economic and social construction 
and development. 

The Land Law has substantiated the regulations of our 
country’s constitution on the of public land 
ownership and ensured the uni land management 
right of the state in accordance with general projection 
and planning, to stipulate land assi and issue 
jurisdiction to the local area; to area 
of agricultural and forestry land for family economic use 
and home construction in each region, and to stipulate 
things to be and not to be done. 
or violating the law will be severely punished. The theme 
of the Land Law also clearly the viewpoint and 

i : i 
policy of our party and state to encourage economic 

wasteland. reclaim land from the sea. widely umpiement 

large-scale 
developing the collective ownership nghts of the labor- 
ing people over land resources, and serving the construc- 
tion and protection of the fatherland. Every echelon. 
sector and individual must thoroughly and correctly 
understand and strictly comply with the Land Law. 
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Overseas Vietne-sese Called ‘Great Potential’ 
42090105A Hana NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
1 Jan 88 p 3 

[Article by Thanh Tin: “New Year's Thoughts on a Great 
Potential”) 

[Text] We speak a great deal about potential. There is no 
shortage of ut. Only if we clearly and thoroughly under- 
stand all real potentialities can we have policies and 
measures to exploit them. 
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temples on festival days. and fond memories of one’s 
fnends and countrymen. Some people cling to the aspi- 
ration of being able to visit their country ad their native 
village, even if only once, for otherwise they will not be 

Countless families make all-out efforts to teach their 
children to speak and write Vietnamese, to cook native 
dishes, and to weave, embroider, and sew. m order to 

nourish their Vietnamese soul and the Vietnamese way 

of life, of which they can be very proud, while living in 
foreign lands 

There is a very stange. but casily understood, phenome- 
non. a rather large number of people who were formerly 
members of the other side's administrative and military 
apparata also fee! proud about their country’s victory 
over the most powerful Western country, and regard 11 as 
a victory for themselves for the Vietnamese people. 

Within that great potential there exists another consid- 
erable potential: the “grey matter” of the overseas Vict- 
namese. The traditional intelligence of Vietnamese 
youths has given rise to a considerable corps of screntists, 
researchers, technicians, composers, and inventors, in 
both the basic and applied ficids. 

It is true that some Vietnamese have lost their roots 
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Some people will say. “So what’? We know about that 

We often hear sincere, frank opimons caxpressed by some 
overseas Vietnamese. Some of those opimons are critical 
and unpieasing to the car, bul we should listen to them 

We only hope that everything goes well, that we need not 

waste too much unnecessary effort. We would like to see 
the abolition of regulations which we regard as strange 
concerning customs, moncy cxachanging, baggage 
brought in, and baggage brought out,” said an engineer 
before he departed for France after 3 weeks in Ho Chi 
Minh City and Hanoi. A journalist confided, “I'm 
returning with mixed feelings of happiness and sorrow 
The subsidy system 1s being criticized, which is encour- 
aging. But there are still people in authority here and 
there in Vietnam who sll have the old mentality and 
sometimes act as if they re doing you a favor Some were 
even jealous toward us. When you want to be truly 
patnotic and want to help the homeland, some peole will st only allow you to be patnotic to a certain extent! 
will that attitude be eliminated” 

We apparently still lack a complete strategy toward the 
overseas Vietnamese community. For that reason, 



children of Lac Hong im Vietnam and all over the world. 
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Exile Living in Paris Discusses Visit to North 
Vietnam 
42190003 Paris CHRONIQUES VIETNAMIENNES in 

French No 3, Jul 87 pp 14-15, 17 

The interview took place in April 1987,] 

[Text] (Question) What 1s new with regard to customs” Is 
the search still as lengthy and disagreeable” Are formal- 
ites still as complicated” 

[Answer] This service seems to have improved: The 
search is not as lengthy. but formalities remain very 
compiles. 

[Question] Did you notice a “revitalization” following 
the Sixth PCV [Vietnamese Communist Party] Con- 

gress” 
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[Answer] Revitalization. no’ From what | have heard. 
however, changes could be observed over the past 3 

months or so. namely. changes mm people's behavior and 

among the lower and middie cadres. Currently. they are 
no longer suspscious of foresgners (Vict-Kocu were con- 
sidered foresgners). They speak openly and frankly 

Le Duc Theo's Bargaining 

[Question] Can you give a few examples” 

[Answer] An activist who appeared to be very much im 

the know told what was sand to have occurred during a 
meeting of the central commutice preceding the cong css: 

“The mecting was stormy. The chairman was unabic to 
appease the speakers. Al one pormt, someone pomtcd 

toward Le Duc Tho and hurled these ~vords at him: “You 
have repressed the people for the nast 40 years and 
dismantied the party. Forty years 1s too much’ It 1s now 
tume to retire from political life and let the people live”.” 

Another added 

“Do you know what the Sovect Union wanted before the 
Sixth Congress’ lt wanted Comrades Truong Chinh and 
Pham Van Dong to remain as bead of the party. Why’ 
Because Truong Chinh, despite his advanced age. 1s still 
solid wm theory and dynamuc im practice, whereas Pham 
Van Dong represents party ur..y and the leader's integ- 
rity. He does not even own a house and his son has no 
stable position. Do you know that. this time, unlike other 
tumes. the political burcau was unable to write its own 

slate of candidates and that an unrelenting internal 
struggle occurred? Truong Chinh and Le Duc Tho did 
not retire voluntarily but were compelled to do so. Mind 
you, Le Dux Tho bartered his departure: He agreed to 
rere on the condition that hes b « :-her Mai Chi Tho 
would enter the political burcau. The conservative wing 
has not been clominated and 1s stil! strong” 

A third concluded 

“Currently, the USSR wants to draw closer to China. It 
is om the process of negotiating with ut. In competition 
with the Americans, 1 1s planning to grant 1 long-term 
credits for modernizing the country. It 1s pressing Viet- 
nam to withdraw its troops from Cambodia, but 11 1s not 
breathing a word about the presence of Chinese troops 
on the Vietnamese borders. Are not the Russians nego- 
tating with the Chinese at our caxpense”™™ 

[Question] Did you notice real progress im the people's 
daily life” 

[Answer] It 1s difficult to say. When talking with people 
from various walks of life (ordinary people. civil servants 
and small and middie cadres). | noticed that they com. 
plained about their lives being too harsh. their wages too 
low and prices constantly rising 
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Education or Stock Farming for Teachers? 

One day, | met with lycee teachers and lower and middle 

administrative cadres. They were talking about their 
salaries ranging from 500 to 1,000 dong: “How can we 
live on that salary? We must have a second job: Raise 
poultry, pigs or birds and, from time to time, we are 
forced to engage in black marketing, especially in town. 
In the country, outside professional activities, we work 
in the fields like farmers, not forgetting to raise pigs. 
Raising pigs is the main occupation of rural families. As 
for us, the teachers, we are authorized to give extra 

courses paid by the students. The price of the courses is 
set by the administration.” 

I noticed that people speak more about the past than the 
present. They are satisfied and proud of the “critical and 
self-critical movement™ which brings satisfying results. 
A peasant recalls: 

Demand and Protest Committees 

“Thanks to this movement, we succeeded in overthrow- 
ing the clique of corrupt officials in our district. Before, 
we were not allowed to complain, much less criticize our 
superiors. Starting in mid-!984, however, the press 
began criticizing, and even accusing, the cadres who 
were responsible for making errors and misusing their 
power. We therefore ‘“ormed demand and protest com- 
mittees, directing our grievances against the leadership 
of our district to the provincial authorities. After a 
thorough investigation, the totality, or almost, of the 
district leadership was fired by the people's committee of 
the province.” 

The same farmer also revealed: 

“The inhabitants of the neighboring district lodged a 
complaint against their chairman for misuse of power. 
After controlling the bool.s of the district, the investiga- 
tors found no trace of theft. Yet, the inhabitants insist, 
asking the accused to give them an explanation: Where 
had he found the money to acquire, in a short time, four 
properties (houses and gardens) costing several million 
dong? The chairman was unable to clear himself. The 
higher authorities had to confiscate two of the four 
properties, leaving one to the culprit and one to his 
oldest son who is already married.” 

[Question] You had contacts with people from various 
walks of life. Did you speak to urban workers and 
cooperative farmers? What are their reactions? 

[Answer] On the whole, they are satisfied as long as the 
worker is paid on the basis of production achieved and 
the farmer has received land. A farmer made a compar- 
ison with the past: 

“Long Live Socialism,” Via Capitalism? 

“Eight years ago, 100 percent of the land was communal 
and the work was done collectively. But the system 
worked badly for there was an insufficient number of 
farm machines. There on:y was one team of mechanics 
equipped with tools for an entire |5-commune district. 
Everyone depended on it during the plowing season. If 
by ill-fated luck the machinery broke down, it was 
necessary to wait weeks, if not months. Meanwhile, 
thousands of farmers would remairi idle because they 
had nothing else to do. When the harvest came into to 
stores, the leadership’s first concern was to give its 
mandatory share to the state which, more than once, 
congratulated our commune as a advanced commune. 
Too bad for the cooperative members if the harvest was 
poor. 

“Currently, each person works his share of the land. It is 
done with good will and in competition with one’s 
neighbors. Thus, the harvest is much more profitable 
than before. When the harvest is over, the owner gives 
the mandatory share to the cooperative and keeps the 
rest for his family. As for pigs, as many can be raised as 
a person wants; they may be killed for consumption or 
sold at the market only if authorization has been 
requested from the administrative leadership and a 
forfeit paid for each pig. 

“Before, the pigs to be raised were supplied by the 
cooperative to which they had to be sold back. It paid the 
breeders the market vaiue set by the leadership, to which 
a bonus was added if the pig exceeded the standard. On 
the other hand, if it was below standard, the breeder had 
to pay a fine. We are currently satisfied with our eco- 
nomic situation. Long live socialism.” 

Another farmer spoke up: 

“Your conclusion is incorrect. The leaders of our revo- 
lution made a mistake. They lead the country directly 
into socialism without going through a phase of capital- 
istic development. They now recognize their error. They 
authorize the free market, promote small-scale and cot- 
tage industries and let small private enterprises prolifer- 
ate. Are these actions benefiting capitalism? I say yes. 
The leadership's former policy brought our country on 
the brink of disaster. When all is said and done, it must 
be corrected, that is to say, returned to capitalism. 

“Nhat Tri” and“Tu Luc Canh Sinh” 

[Question] How did you react to these stories, especially 
the last two? 

[Answer] I think they state real fact, bui the last two 
peasants are mistaken. I would tell the first one: “The 
picture of a socialist society is very different from what 
you imagine it to be. Socialism is not solely based on 
economic production, but also on freedom, democracy 
and, above all, the liberation of man. Socialism 1s not 
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limited to meeting basic needs. It must allow the build- 
ing of a society which, in all domains, will be more 
advanced that the most developed capitalist society.” 

I would tell the second one: “Wanting to press on was not 
the only error committed, but having imposed a certain 
way to lead the country was, namely, lack of freedom and 
democracy, bureaucratic centralism and excessive pro- 
tection of the hierarchy. Two directives were particularly 
harmful: 

Ideological unity (nhat tri), which implies party dictator- 
ship, for each time a leader expresses an idea, everyone 
feels compelled to approve it unanimously without crit- 
icism or discussion; and count only on your own strength 
(tu luc canh sinh), which leads to closing the borders to 
foreigners and their products. 

“All the faults stems from that: Voluntarism, corruption, 
theft, misuse of power, waste, inflation, etc.” 

Ho's Ideas Attacked From All Sides 

[Question] Do you think the new leadership will go far 
on the reform path? 

[Answer] Firstly, the new leadership is not yet complete. 
Truong Chinh is still chief of state. Some say that he will 
be replaced by another liberal, others that he could be 
re-elected because, having become a liberal prior to the 
congress, the reformers need him. In any case, the new 
Assembly to be elected in April will settle the issue. 
Whether he stays or leaves, I believe that the new 
leadership will be unable to do all that it wants to do, for 
the conservative opposition is still strong. In the final 
analysis , | think that the power play between the two 
groups will depend on events in the USSR (Gorbachev's 
liberal team boosted Nguyen Van Linh’s liberal team). If 
the wind blowing from the USSR is favorable to the new 
Vietnamese leadership, it will become stronger and con- 
servatism will lose some of its vigor. On the other hand, 
if it is unfavorable, conservatism will regain strength. 
Although it cannot reverse the situation, it could impose 
a sort of “cohabitation.” 

A last remark: The populaiion is beginning to judge Ho 
Chi Minh’s ideas more rationally. The two above men- 
tioned directives were launched by him several decades 
ago and applied to the letter by the outgoing leadership. 
These directives are currently being attacked from all 
sides. It has even been said that they were mainly 
responsible for the economic fiasco. This means that the 
Uncle's political and economic strategy is maladjusted. 
What he retains is moral greatness. To be sure, he 
sacrificed himself, forsaking his family and personal life 
for independence, his people's sacred cause. He deserves 
respect. He continues to receive it as a wise man but no 
longer as \: clear-sighted political man. Therefore, he no 
longer is as before the idol of the nation. 
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Fifth Precinct Ethnic Chinese Admitted to Party 

42090118a Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 29 Dec 87 p 1 

[Text] Of the 125 people who have been admitted to the 
Sth Precinct party chapter this year 12 are workers being 
directly involved in production. Although this is not a 
high percentage, this has been a great effort that followed 
the failure in so many years to boost party membership 
in the direct-production force. Eleven other party mem- 
bers among the people who have been admitted to the 
Sth Precinct party chapter are ethnic Chinese. This is the 
largest number of ethnic Chinese admitted to the party 
in a year since 1980. 

In the meantime, the Sth Precinct has also this year taken 
disciplinary action against 22 party members for such 
charges as lacking a sense of responsibility, violating the 
financia! principles, covering up negative acts, being 
factionalistic, and failing to promote solidarity. Among 
them 10 have been expelled from the party. 
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ECONOMIC 

Cooperation With Soviet Union in ‘Traditional 
Oriental Medicine’ 
42090115A Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 8 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] Soviet and Vietnamese public health cadres have 
drafted a cooperative program for the 1988-1989 2-year 
period. The Soviet Union has a plan to hold a class on 
treating diseases by traditional Oriental medicine at the 
Academy of Sciences of the USSR in 1988. Vietnamese 
specialists on acupuncture and on herbal medicine treat- 
ment will be invited to work there. The two sides may set 
up a joint enterprise to produce medicine from herbs. 

5616 

CEMA in Home Trade Sphere 
42090115C Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 20 Jan 88 p ! 

[Text] Our country’s home trade sector has officially 
participated in the Conference of Home Trade Ministers 
of CEMA countries since 1979. In the course of cooper- 
ation, Vietnam's home trade sector has received and 
applied the results of scientific-technical research and 
the advanced experiences of the fraternal countries 
which are appropriate to the economic-social conditions 
and circumstances in general, and the situation of home 
trade development in particular, in our country. At 
present, we have commodity exchange relationships, via 
home trade channels, with the export-import units of the 
cooperative home trade sectors of the Soviet Union, 
Hungary, Poland, Mongolia, and Czechoslovakia. In 
1987 the total index of two-way exchanges with those 
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five countries was 2.8 times that in 1980, and exports 
were 7.2 times greater. In the sphere of the exchange of 
goods via the cooperative home trade channels, 
exchanges with the Soviet Union account for the highest 
ratio. In 1980 exports to the Soviet Union accounted for 
44 percent of the total export index. In 1987 that figure 
increased to 52.6 percent. During the recent period the 
tempo of commodity exchanges has increased, but in 
general home trade exchanges are still restricted in many 
ways and have not met the requirements. 

Our exchange index is still very low and amounts to less 
than | percent of the total exchange index among the 
home trade sectors of the CEMA countries. The variety 
of exchange goods is small and we have been slow to 
change types and designs, so those products often do not 
meet the needs of foreign customers. It is noteworthy 
that the quality of products, even agricultural food 
products and artistic handicrafts, is not good, which has 
adversely affected the reputation of Vietnamese prod- 
ucts. 

Expanding the exchange of goods via home trade chan- 
nels and cooperation with the Soviet Union and the 
other socialist countries is a basic, long-range require- 
ment. The units in Vietnam's home trade sector are 
concentrating all efforts on creating sources of goods in 
Vietnam, and are rapidly increasing the exchange vol- 
ume and index with the home trade sectors of the other 
countries in order to obtain other types of goods to 
supplement the domestic market. At the same time, they 
can obtain in exchange the various kinds of equipment 
that are necessary to equip the commercial and catering 
installations. On the basis of the economic policies and 
laws of the party and state, we must quickly study and 
develop the capabilities for cooperation in producing 
goods from domestic raw materials, or from raw mate- 
rials and secondary materials which Vietnam does not 
possess, but are invested or contributed by other coun- 
tries, to produce products for exchange or for consump- 
tion on the markets of the participating countries. We 
must study capabilities for setting up agencies to sell 
goods retail to other countries in accordance with the 
principle of mutual benefit. We must fully exploit capa- 
bilities for labor cooperation with the home trade sectors 
of other countries, especially in the catering and tailoring 
sectors and in building commercial networks. 

5616 

Law On Export-Import Taxes on Commercial 
Goods 
42090107A Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 14 Jan 88 p 2 

[“Law on Import and Export Taxes on Commercial 
Goods” ] 

[Text] In order to strengthen the management of export- 
import activities, contribute positively to expanding and 
improving the effectiveness of the state's foreign eco- 
nomic relations, form a rational export-import structure, 
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contribute to protecting and developing production, 
guide domestic consumption, and contribute to creating 
sources of income for the state budget; 

On the basis of Article 83 of the Constitution of the 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam, this law on the taxation of 
exported and imported commercial goods is promulgat- 

ed. 

Chapter I. Objects of Taxation and the Tax-Paying 
Organizations 

Article 1. 

All goods bought from, sold to, or exchanged with 
foreign countries, when exported or imported across the 
border of Vietnam, are subject to export taxes or import 
taxes. 

Article 2. 

All economic organizations authorized to export or 
import goods, called “export-import organizations” 
below, must pay export or import taxes when exporting 
or importing goods across the border of Vietnam. 

Article 3. 

With regard to exported or imported goods the export or 
import taxes on which have been agreed to by agree- 
ments between the Vietnamese Government and foreign 
countries, the export or import tax will be applied in 
accordance with that agreement. 

With regard to exported or imported goods belonging to 
enterprises in which foreign capital has been invested, 
and goods exported or imported on the basis of eco- 
nomic contracts, the export or import tax is applied in 
accordance with the stipulations of this law. 

Chapter II. The Basis of Tax Calculation 

Article 4, 

The basis for calculating export taxes and import taxes is 
as followed: 

1. The quantity of each good listed on the export or 
import declaration. 

2. The tax amount in Vietnamese money. 

3. The tax rate on product groups and products in the tax 
table. 

Article 5. 

The basis for determining taxes: 

1. With regard to exported goods, the base is the selling 
price at the port of entry, according to the contract. 
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2. With. regard to imported goods, the base is the 
purchase price of which at the port of entry, including 
transportation fees and insurance, according to the con- 
tract. 

In the case of purchasing or selling based on other 
modes, the base is the price listed on the legal invoice. 

The ratio between Vietnamese money and foreign 
money is set by the State Bank of Vietnam. 

Chapter III. The Tax Schedule 

Article 6. 

On the basis of the policy of encouraging exporting and 
importing with the region, and with regard to product 
groups and export or import goods, the state determines 
the product groups and products which are subject to 

taxation and the tax rate for each product group or 
product. 

The list of product groups and products subject to 
taxation, and the tax rate for each product group and 
product are determined by the State Council in the tax 
table accompanying this law. 

Article 7. 

There are two tax rates for export and import goods: a 
minimum tax rate and a general tax rate. 

1. The minimum tax rate is applied toward goods 
exported to or imported from countries which have most 
favored nation status in trade with Vietnam and in other 
instances determined by the Council of Ministers. 

2. The general tax rate is applied toward exports to or 
imports from the other countries, except for countries 
included in clause | of this article. 

Chapter IV. Tax Reductions, Tax Exemptions, and Tax 
Returns 

Article 8. 

Export and import taxes are reduced or exempted in the 
following cases: 

|. Taxes may be reduced on goods if they have been 
damaged in transit or while being loaded or unloaded, or 
have been lost for legitimate reasons, when varified by 
the competent state organ. 

2. There may be tax exemptions in the following cases: 

a. The imported goods are used for study or scientific 
research in the schools and scientific research institutes. 
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b. The goods are imported for reexport or exported so 

that they can be reimported following fairs or eanibi- 
tions. 

c. Aid goods of a humanitarian nature. 

d. Goods in transit through Vietnam. 

e. Raw materials and materials imported for processing 
for foreign countries and then exported. 

3. Tax exemptions or reductions in accordance with 

decisions of state organs managing foreign investment, 
with regard to goods exported or imported by enterprises 
in which foreign countries have invested capital, as well 
as exports and imports covered by commercial contract 

contracts, in special cases in which it is necessary to 

encourage investment. 

With regard to goods taxes on which taxes have been 
reduced or exempted, but the reason for the exemption 
or reduction then changes so that the conditions are no 
longer those stipulated in this article, the full amount of 
the export or import tax 1s collected. 

The Council of Ministers stipulates the competence and 
procedures for considering the reduction and exemption 
of taxes, and for the collection of the full amounts of 
taxes recorded in this article. 

Article 9. 

Export and import taxes may be considered for repay- 
ment to the export-import organizations in the following 
cases: 

1. Taxes have been paid on imported goods but they 
remain in warehouses or storage yards and have been 
authorized for reexporting. 

2. Taxes have been paid on export goods but export 
authorization is not granted or has been terminated. 

3. Taxes have been paid on export goods in accordance 
with the declaration form but the actual amount 

exported was less. 

Chapter V. Organization of Implementation 

Article 10. 

The Council of Ministers will organize the implementa- 
tion of the taxation of export goods and import goods. 

Article 11. 

Every time the export-import organizations are autho- 
rized to export or import goods they must fill out 
declarations and pay taxes. 
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The tax collection organs are responsible inspecting. 
doing paperwork, and collecting taxes. 

Article 12. 

The time when the export and import taxes are calcu- 
lated is the day on which the export or import declara- 
tion form is signed. 

Within 8 hours after the signing of an export or import 
declaration form, the tax collection organ must offi- 
cially inform the organization how much tax it must 

pay. 

Within a period of 72 hours after being officially 
informed, the tax-paying organization must complete the 
paying of its taxes. 

In the event that the tax-paying organization does not 
zgree with the amount of the tax officially communi- 
cated to it, it still must pay that amount. At the same 
time, it has the right to complain to the central tax- 
collection agency for resolution. If it still does not agree 
it can complain to the Minister of Finance. The decision 
of the Minister of Finance is final. 

Chapter VI. Disposition of Violations 

Article 13. 

1. A tax-paying organization which is tardy in paying 
taxes will be fined 0.5 percent of the tax amount for each 
day past the tax is overdue. 

2. A tax-paying organization which commits a dishonest 
act in paying taxes will be punished in one or both of the 
following forms: 

a. Warning. 

b. A fine two to five times the amount in question. 

The tax-collection organ is authorized to use methods of 
punishment in accordance with the stipulations of 
clauses | and 2 of this article. 

In the even that the tax-paying organization does not 
agree with the decision of the tax-collection organiza- 
tion, it still must accept that punishment. At the same 
time, it has the right to complain to the central tax- 
collection organ. The decision of the central tax-collec- 
tion organ is final. 

3. An individual who violates the stipulations regarding 
the calculation, collection, or payment of taxes, accord- 
ing to the seriousness of the violation that person will be 
disciplined, punished administratively, or prosecuted in 
accordance with criminal law. 
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Chapter VIII. Final Articles 

Article 14. 

The law regarding expori-import taxes will be effective 
as of | January 1988. 

Article 15. 

Previous stipulations conflicting with this law are 
invalid. 

Article 16. 

The Council of Ministers will determine the details of 
the implementation of this law. 

This law was approved by the National Assembly of the 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam (8th term, 2nd session) on 
29 December 1987. 

Chairman of the National Essembly 

Le Quang Dao 
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Minister of Food Industry Interviewed 
42090106A Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
1 Jan 88 p 2 

[Interview of Nguyen Cong Tan, minister of Agriculture 
and Food Industry: “To Attain a Rapid Pace, Special 
Measures Must Be Applied”; date and location of inter- 
view not given; interviewer not identified] 

[Text] |. | want to go right away to the most pressing 
question to which the people are demanding an answer: 
why did grain production decline in 1987, and why was 
there still a continuous grain shortage, although we 
began the implementation of the food program in the 
spirit of the Sixth Party Congress? 

We acknowledge that there are objective reasons for the 
common difficulties of the economy. In 1987 the com- 
mon difficulties of the economy continued to adversely 
affect agricultural production and there was one natural 
disaster after another in all areas of the nation. But the 
responsibility with regard to the subjective factors is also 
very great. One outstanding feature is that serious short- 
ages of fertilizer and insecticides were allowed to develop 
and no effective steps were taken to end them. In 1987 
1.6 million tons of nitrogenous fertilizers were needed 
but only 1.2 million tons were provided, which left a 
deficit of 400,000 tons. It was certain that there would be 
a shortage, but the problem was dealt with in a very 
confused manner. The central echelon sought ways to 
import more but it experienced difficulties. Further- 
more, it did not clearly inform the localities so that those 
capable of doing so couid import more. As a result, the 
central echelon was incapable of importing additional 
quantities and the localities’ hands were tied, so during 
the 1987 10th-month season there was a serious shortage 
of fertilizer all over the nation. The same was true with 
regard to the shortage of insecticides. With regard to the 
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shortage of materials, no effective steps were taken to 
improve the effectiveness of materials utilization. The 
ferislizer structures in the various areas were inappropri- 
ate. It was noteworthy that very large quantities of 
nitrogenous fertilizer were wasted. In many places 10 to 
15 percent of the fertilizer was lost during transportation 
from the port to the production units. In many places the 
quality of phosphate fertilizer used in production also 
declined and the amount of readily soluble phosphate in 
superphosphate fertilizer fell to 30 percent by the time it 
reached the basic level. 

The guidance of agriculture was not strongly organized. 
During the winter-spring season in the north the weather 
was unusually warm. Although it was clear that a bad 
situation had arisen, guidance of the seedling sowing 
schedule was not strict and no clear-cut steps were taken 
to deal with the problem of overly mature rice seedlings. 
By the end of the season when the rice was heading, 
several hundred thousand hectares of rice were seriously 
affected by drought but a shortage of electricity was 
allowed to develop, which resulted in the rice drying out. 
Thus when the rice was heading it encountered both cold 
weather and drought, which resulted in excessive losses 
during the winter-spring season in the northern provinc- 
es. Output declined by more than 800,000 tons in 
comparison to last year’s winter-spring season, which 
upset the over-all agricultural situation in 1987 and 
adversely affected the nation’s economic-social situa- 
tion. 

In all fairness, agricultural production has developed 
comprehensively over a period of more than 10 years. 
Until this year, the production of many short-term 
industrial crops, such as peanuts and soybeans, long- 
range industrial crops as rubber, coffee, and pepper, and 
livestock raising steadily increased. But grain produc- 
tion, the foremost mission of agriculture, rose and fell 
irregularly and has been stagnant for several years. That 
is Our greatest worry. We must solemnly learn profound 
lessons regarding the leadership and guidance of grain 
production in order to set forth effective policies and 
measures in future years, especially 1988. 

2. Agricultural production is being seriously challe- ged 
as we enter 1988. The effort to increase grain production 
by 1.5 million tons over 1987 represents a very high rate 
of production. We must apply special measures to ensure 
that that norm is attained. 

What are the “special” measures? By applying all eces- 
sary measures to ensure sufficient quantities of materials 
for investment in agriculture. In addition to promoting 
the production and use of organic fertilizer it is necessary 
to closely manage the supplying and use of chemical 
fertilizer, oppose loss and waste, and increase the effec- 
tiveness of fertilizer in all areas. Insecticide will also be 
supplied in greater amounts. 
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Although there are still difficulties, materials suy plied by 
the central echelon to agriculture will increase | y about 
20 percent over 1987, but they will not fully meet the 

capable of doing so must import additional quantities in 
order both to be of timely service to production and 
create capabilities for creating a reserve supply of fertil- 
izer for production. The agriculture, energy, water con- 
servancy, and materials sectors must resoluicly mect 
needs for fuel, electricity, and water for agriculture, and 
increase the effectiveness of water conservancy in the 
service of agriculture. There will also be many renova- 
tions in agricultural policies. The state will continue to 

that the food program has been made the most important 
economic program, the grain-producing peasants must 
receive the greatest encouragement. The state will con- 
tinue to supplement and promulgate policies to make 
good use of the economic components in agriculture, in 
order to mobilize all strata of people to contribute labor, 
materials, and talent to the development of agriculture. 

The contracting-out mechanism in the collective produc- 
tion sphere will also continue to be perfected in order to 
increase the cooperative the cooperative members 
income from the collective economy, ensure the auton- 
omy of the cooperatives and production collectives, 
ensure the rights of the workers, and prevent negative 
evils in economic management at the basic level, such as 
granting excessive work-days, corruption, special author- 
ity and benefits, and fees charged to cooperative mem- 
bers. 

With a spirit of renovation and continuing to set forth 
economic policies to liberate production and mobilize to 
the highest degree the nation's greatest labor force in the 
rural areas, persuade tens of millions of people to con- 
tribute labor and materiel, and create a strong new 
motive force, in order to give rise to a new high tide of 
labor in the countryside. 

The introduction of scientific-technical advances to agri- 
culture must also undergo renovation, and it must be 
ensured that all scientific-technical advances are intro- 
duced into production on a broad scale. 

International cooperation will be expanded and export- 
ing-importing with the fraternal socialist counties will be 
stepped up, especially the carrying out of agreements 
that have been signed with the Soviet Union regarding 
coffee, tea, vegetable oil, produce, etc. At the same time, 
cooperation will be expanded with the other countries in 
order to import materials and equipment to serve food 
production, especially fertilizer, insecticides, machinery, 
equipment, and spare parts. 

5616 
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Home Trade Minister on Change of Socialist 
Commerce to Economic Accounting 
42090106B Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
I Jan 88 p 2 

[Interview of Hoang Minh Thang, minister of Home 
Trade: “During the New Year, All Socialist Commerce 
Will Change Over to Economic Accounting”; date and 
location of interview not given; iterviewer not identified} 

[Text] |. In 1987 the state purchasing organizations 
controlled the sources of goods more completely and 
positively. Commerce did not passively sit around wait- 
ing for the production sector to send goods for distribu- 
tion, but truly entered into joint cperations and alliances 
with the production sector and supported production in 
order to firmly control the sources of goods. 

In addition, the commerce sector resolutely changed its 
business mode and closely combined purchasing with 
selling in order to do a better job of serving the lives of 
the cadres, workers, armed forces members, and working 
people. Along those lines there were also carried out a 
number of improvements in planning, price manage- 
ment, and commercial finance (expenses, 
etc.) in order to ensure that commercial activities are 
more dynamic and effective. 

According to preliminary estimates, in 1987 the agricul- 
tural, forestry, and aquatic products purchased by the 
Ministry of Home Trade network, the quantity of the 
principal goods (adjusting for price changes) increased 
by nearly 20 percent over 1986, the purchasing of 
manufactured goods increased by about 8 percent, and 
retail sales increased by about 9 percent. 

In addition to renovating commercial activities work to 
reorganize the socialist commercial network in the spirit 
of reducing the intermediate layers, reducing the person- 
nel overhead, and shifting indirect labor over to produc- 
tion, commercial, and service activities. In the provinces 
and districts the state purchasing, retail, public messing, 
and service apparata are being rebuilt. The bloc of 
commercial organizations directly under the Ministry of 
Interior has been reiuced from 15 general corporations, 
central corporations, and units to |! units. 

Responding to the campaign to purify and increase the 
combativeness of the party organizations and manage- 
ment apparata, make social relations wholesome, and 
oppose negativism throughout the sector, 27 provinces 
and municipalities and 17 units directly under the Min- 
istry in the home trade sector carried out 4,912 inspec- 
oy and investigations in the buying, selling, contract- 
ng. storage, transportation, and other sectors which 
eee 1,162 incidents of corruption and violations 
of property involving more than 84 million dong, and 
resulted in the disciplining of 702 people, from warnings, 
demotions, and dismissals to prosecution, and the recov- 
ery of more than 28 million dong for the state. 
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The above-men) ned new transformations and positive 
elements have not been comprehensive and solid. Social- 

psychology and work methods that have existed for a 
long time. Therefore, we have not been able to determine 
our true goals in economic-social life. 

2. The common missions of the commercial sector are to 
serve and encourage the development of the commodity 
economy, meet the rich, varied consumption needs, and 
do an increasingly better job of serving the lives of the 
workers, officials, armed forces members, and laboring 

people. 

The year 1988 will be a year in which all socialist 
commerce will be changed over to true cost accounting 
and the management of the social market will be further 
strengthened. 

The specific struggle goals are: 

First, socialist commerce must make efforts to do a 
better job of serving the lives of the laboring 
Products for which insurance is sold to workers, civil 

ordinary commerce in accordance with the single com- 
mercial price system. Disparities caused by price fluctu- 
ee ee ee oe eres 
from the social consumption funds. The commercial 
sector must endeavor to have sufficient quantities of 
goods for sales at the ordinary level to consumers, 
especially workers, civil servants, members of the armed 
forces, and people in the border areas and on islands. 

goods and ensure hati 1988 there are two dong. That 
an extremely urgent requirement in balancing money 

sul dapedia, cused Cho woeas of th, caastestah the anal 
market, and contributing to reducing the inflation rate. 

must endeavor to control all goods in order to increase 
the ratio of goods sold wholesale by the central echelon 
to 50 percent of the total amount of goods in retail 
circulation in the sector, and coordinate with the locali- 
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in 1987 to an average of more than five cycles in 1988, 
with the wholesale capital cycle increasing from five to 
six cycies and the retail cycle from seven to eight cycles. 
On the basis of controlling goods, organizing the rational 
circulation of goods, and effectively using capital, com- 
merce will contribute to accelerating the monetary cycle 
via the bank. The direction of struggle in 1988 is to 
ensure that the sales income of socialist commerce 
amounts to at jeast 75 percent of the total amount of 
money deposited in banks. 

Beginning in 1988 the entire socialist commerce sector 
will implement the single price system, i.e. the commer- 
cial business price. The state will not make up for the 
deficits of the commercial sector. Each commercial unit 
will be responsible for its losses and profits and for 
meeting its financial needs in its commercial activities. 
The commercial organizations will operate in accor- 
dance with the guidelines, combine commerce using the 
long-range to nurture the short-range, using profits from 
one product to make up for losses from another product, 
and finally ensuring profitable operations. 
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Industrial-Commercial Tax Revenues Exceed 
Expectations in 1987 
42090112b Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 

in Vietnamese 13 Jan 88 p 1 

[Ter«j In 1987, nationwide industrial-commercial tax 
revenues exceeded the plan by 4 percent and accounted 
for roughly 12 percent of the total domestic revenues of 
the state budget. 

Industrial-commercial taxes helped to regulate the 
income of the various strata of the people, carry out state 
inventory and control over the industrial and commer- 
cial business activities of collectives and private individ- 
uals and generate increased revenues for the budget. 

Some 35 provinces and municipalities and the special 
zone met or exceeded their plan quotas on the collection 
of industrial and commercial taxes. Ho Chi Minh City 
had the highest revenues, more than |1 billion dong, 
followed by Hanoi, Dong Nai, Quang Nam-Da Nang, 
Phu Khanh, Binh Tri Thien... Nghia Binh Province 
collected more than | billion dong in tax revenues. Lai 
Chau, Ha Tuyen, Quang Ninh, Bac Thai, Ha Son Binh 
and Tay Ninh Provinces, as a result of keeping abreast of 
the business activities and income of businesses and 
taxing them in a manner consistent with their actual 
situation, collected high monthly tax revenues from each 
business, higher than even the average monthly tax 
revenues collected in many large municipalities. 

With the assistance of the vertical sectors and the lead- 
ership of the administrations on the various levels, the 
industrial-commercial tax sectors of the various locali- 
ties did a more effective job of combating the undercol- 
lection of taxes. Tens of thousands of additional busi- 
nesses were brought within the scope of tax management, 
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including nearly 3,500 in Hanoi, more than 15,000 in Ho 
Chi Minh City, nearly 4,000 in Quang Nam-Da Nang 
Province... While keeping close track of business reve- 
nues and adjusting tax rates by anywhere from !50 to 
more than 300 percent, many provinces also combated 
the undercollection of taxes in the joint business sector 
within commerce, putting hundreds of joint businesses 
or fake collectives and private merchants using the name 
of a cooperative store or enterprise on the tax rolls as 
private tax payers. 

Last year was also a year in which changes occurred 
within the field of industrial-commercial taxes. After the 
roadside inspection-tax collection stations were disband- 
ed, the entire sector shifted direction by increasing the 
forces at the tax collection stations at outdoor markets, 
at bus depots, in areas worked by merchants...and insti- 
tuting tax collection at the source. 

In response to “the tasks of the moment,” the entire 
sector in all 40 provinces and municipalities completed 
the classifying of cadres, restructured the organizational 
apparatus and expelled from the sector or took disciplin- 
ary action against hundreds of cadres and personnel who 
had degenerated, become deviant or stolen public prop- 
erty. 

In ali localities, the industrial-commercial tax sector 
implemented tax waivers or reductions for commonly 
used products and preferential tax treatment for other 
products in order to encourage production, thereby 
helping to stabilize the standard of living. Business taxes 
were increased from thee rates, 6, 8 and 10 percent, to 
four, with the addition of a 4 percent rate on vegetables, 
fruit and fresh food products. The income tax was 
reduced from a tax on all income to a tax on a portion of 
income. Low tax rates were introduced for businesses 
selling low-profit products. As regards the commodity 
tax, a tax of 10 to 15 percent was imposed on essential 
goods and a tax of 40 to 50 percent on non-essential 
goods (tobacco, votive paper, art products, luxury items 
and so forth). The tax on sugar and honey was reduced 
from 25 to 15 percent. The tax on fish sauce was reduced 
from 15 to 10 percent. 

Generally speaking, tax revenues from collective and 
private industry and commerce remain low. There was 
still a large shortfall in the collection of taxes and the 
income of businesses was not appropriately regulated. 
Many specific provisions of the tax policy were no longer 
appropriate but were amended or revised slowly. The 
basis upon which tax rates and payments were calculated 
was usually negotiation, not the initial records, books, 
documentation and invoices of businesses, thus opening 
the door to negative phenomena, which caused a short- 
fall in the collection of taxes for the state, and to 
authoritarianism, favoritism and so forth. At many plac- 
es, taxes were waived or reduced in a convenient or 
sweeping fashion. 
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The industrial-commercial tax revenues target for 1988 
is much higher than last year’s. Since the start of the year, 
together with combating the undercollection of taxes, the 
entire sector has been working to strengthen its organi- 
zation and quickly expel from its ranks undesirable 
elements who steal tax revenues of the state while 
working to properly implement tax policies so that the 
collection of taxes truly serves as a tool guiding busi- 
nesses and regulating income, thereby helping to achieve 
social fairness. 

7809 

1987 Import-Export Levels, 1988 Goals 
42090120b Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
9 Jan 88 pp 1, 4 

[Text] The year 1987 was the first of implementing the 
export goods program, one of the three major economic 
programs set forth by the Sixth Party Congress. During 
this achievement process, not a few difficulties were 
encountered: a shortage in materials, goods, and cash for 
production and procurement; a still unstable manage- 
ment mechanism, a complex and evolving domestic 
market situation; fluctuating prices of goods on the 
world market, etc. With the more dynamic direction of 
party committee and administrative echelons and the 
struggle efforts of all sectors and business organizations, 
exports and imports during 1987 attained more than 100 
percent of planned levels, including an 8 percent increase 
in exports and a 14.2 percent increase in imports over 
1986. A fair increase occurred in the export value of 
many goods such as coffee with 13.7 percent, shelled 
peanuts with 27.7 percent, cinnamon with 45.4 percent, 
black pepper with 151.3 percent, coconut oil with 63 
percent, cashew nuts with 57.1 percent, rubber with 14 
percent, tin with 7.6 percent, embroidered articles with 
8.1 percent, knit goods with 74 percent, jute rugs with 
8.5 percent, etc. Of 31 export-import business units 
subordinate to ministries and sectors of the central 
government, 18 completed and exceeded planned levels. 
The provinces and cities of Ha Nam Ninh, Ho Chi Minh 
City, Haiphong, Hanoi, Binh Tri Thien, Vung Tau-Con 
Dao, Thai Binh, etc. attained 105 to 132 percent of the 
planned level. The value of exports to other socialist 
countries reached 92 percent of the planned level, an 
increase of nearly 10 percent over 1986; with the Soviet 
Union alone, 93.85 percent of the contract level and 
85.93 percent of the agreement level, an increase of 44 
million rubles over 1986. 

To promptly develop the good aspects and overcome the 
weaknesses and shortcomings with efforts during 1988 to 
increase export value by 17 percent over 1987, a nation- 
wide foreign trade conference was recently held in Hanoi 
from 5 to 7 January. 

Vo Van Kiet, Member of the Political Bureau and First 
Vice Chairman of the Council of Ministers came and 
spoke to the conference. The primary theme of his 
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speech was as follows: Compared with the 5-year (1986- 
1990) plan level, exports during the past 2 years attained 
only about 30 percent with exports to the socialist area 
attaining only 25 percent; meaning that during the next 
3 years, the mission remaining to be completed is triple 
that of the last 2 years. This is a fairly important mission, 
demanding an extremely high level of effort. One 
extremely important requirement is the need to raise the 

tural, forestry and marine products). To achieve this, an 
important need is achievement of policies ensuring pro- 
ducer interests. 

Our great shortage is that of capital. Efforts must be 
made to actively resolve this problem in two ways: one is 
to fully mobilize the capital sources of domestic eco- 
nomic elements, using many forms to accumulate capi- 
tal, including share contributions, etc., both raising cap- 
ital and dividing profits. Second is to actively attract 
foreign capital. 

Shift all export and import work to socialist economic 
accounting. The great harm of the bureaucratic centralism 
and state subsidization mechanism was to prevent devel- 
opment of export goods production because the more 
products produced the greater the losses. The export- 
import business was hectic and engaged in trade competi- 
tion, creating many ill effects. Export-import organization 
was top heavy with too many intermediate steps, etc. 
Therefore, party resolutions have clearly outlined and 
decisively affirmed a shift in economic activities, includ- 
ing exports and imports, to business accounting. 

Clearly define the market policy. The Soviet Union and 
other socialist countries are the most important and 
pledges must be guaranteed while simultaneously ensur- 
ing economic effectiveness when trading and our own 
interests. Concurrently, appropriate attention must be 
given to other markets. 

Rearrange ¢xport-import business organizations along a 
concentrated course in a number of fixed junctions. 
Renovate export-import mechanism and policy, includ- 
ing important issues such as exchange rate adjustmeni, 
export goods purchase price adjustment, and broad 
application of reasonable prices. In the mechanism of 
ensuring full repayment in Vietnamese currency to 
export organizations to avoid losses, ensure foreign 
exchange priority to units to continue capital formation 
and increasingly greater numbers of export goods. 

7300 

Increase in Handicrafts Exports Pla~~ed in 1988 
42090115D Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 20 Jan 88 p ! 

[Text] The Artistic Handicrafts Export-Import General 
Corporation has completed the delivery of the greatest 
quantity of exports ever. The 1987 plan norm with 
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regard to the export index was exceeded by 14 percent, or 
more than 7 million rubles/dollars. Many traditional 
export goods, such as laquerware, pottery and porcelain, 
embroidery, lace, etc., which were restored and the 
production of which was expanded, accounted for nearly 
70 percent of the general corporation's export index. 

In addition to creating sources of materials for the 

closely monitored the production installations and 

In 1988 the general corporation's goal is to 
export index by more thea 20 percent over 1987. In 
addition to increasing in-depth investment in 
create stable export products, develop new 
ucts, and expand its market, the general corporation has 
signed contracts early and created conditions for the 
installations to take the initiative in producing those 
products during the first months of the year. 

5616 

Problems Impede Industrial Production in 
Ho Minh City 
42090112a Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 30 Dec 87 p 1 

[Article by V.H.L.: “Municipal Small Industry-Handi- 
craft Sector Fails To Meet Plan for 1987 Despite 7.3 
Percent Increase Over 1986, Many Units and Primary 
Products Fall Short of the Plan”) 

[Text] (SGGP)}—Iin 1987, according to data compiled by 
the Municipal Statistics Department, industry and small 
industry and the handicraft trades within the municipal- 
ity produced 36.8 billion dong (1982 fixed prices) in total 
output, an increase of 7.3 percent over 1986, with central 
state-operated industry producing 12.57 billion dong in 
total output. 

sade tation. deaanaie 

pality completed 98.6 percent of the revised plan for 
1987. Within the central industrial bloc, 10 of the 18 
production sectors increased their production over 1986. 
These included the machine and equipment production 

Sate Pere 2 ene £08 * 6 Ce 

matched; prices were unreasonable, a large number of 
manual workers and civil servants encountered difficul- 
ties in their everyday lives, production capacity was not 
fully mobilized; trade was weak; the practice of profiting 
by the price differential spread... In particular, the pre- 
cinct and district industry-small industry and handicraf\ 
bloc produced 73 percent of the value of the total output 
produced by the local (municipal) industry-small indus- 
try and handicraft bloc in 1987. However, it only man- 
aged to complete 96 percent of its plan due to encoun- 
tering many difficulties as a result of the state only 
supplying 25 percent of the materials it was supposed to 
supply and the prices of materials obtained by units on 
their own rising at a time when the prices paid for 
contract work were being raised slowly. The serious 
shortage of cash reduced the capital turnover rate of 
basic units and made it more difficult to mobilize capital 
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to invest in production. Today, the small industry- 
handicraft sector still has billions of dong in cash depos- 
its that are frozen in the bank and cannot be withdrawn. 

7809 

Editorial Urges Combining of Plans, Economic 
Contracts 
42090104B Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
6 Jan 88 pp 1, 4 

[Editorial: “Tying in Plans With Economic Contracts™] 

[Text] The year 1988 will be the first year in which the 
State industrial enterprises will draft and implement 
production and commercial plans according to the direc- 
tion and contents of the Third Plenum (sixth term) of the 
VCP Central Committee on assuring the nght of the 
basic economic units to autonomy in production and 

That is an advantage for the enterprises to continue to 
shift over strongly to socialist commercial accounting 
and to continue to renovate the planning mechanism in 
order to utilize as rationally as possible all state property 
entrusted to the direct management of labor collectives 
in enterprises in order to develop production and com- 
merce, increase labor productivity, improve product 
quality and economic-social effectiveness, create many 

increasingly large sources of income for the siate budget. 
and gradually improve the living conditions of workers 
and civil servants. 

The plans of the enterprises must adhere closely to the 
direction and ecconomic-social missions of 1988 
approved by the second session of the Eighth National 
Assembly, while also closely adhering to the needs of the 
domestic and foreign markets, and fully exploiting all 
capabilities in order to serve as well as possible the three 
major economic programs. At a time when the economy 
is still severely imbalanced, if the drafting of production 
and commercial plans is still characterized by the old 
subsidy system it will be impossible to avoid a situation 
of confusion, passivity, and chaos, which will lead to 
defeat. 

One of the tasks which the enterprises musi carry out 
immediately is not to sit around waiting for the upper- 
echelon management organ to assign Output and mate- 
rials supply norms. The state plan norms that are 
assigned are regarded as statistics, as orders for goods by 
the state economic organizations. Each enterprise must, 
on the basis of the primary products that have been 
assigned to it, sign economic contracts and make them 
the basis on which to drafi production and product 
marketing plans. That ing method is entirely in 
accord with the resolution of the Fourth Plenum (sixth 
term) of the Central Committee concerning the econom- 
ic-socie' development in the 1988-1990 3-year period 
and in 1988. It is necessary to concentrate on renovating 
the planning mechanism along the lines of reducing the 
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legal norms, expanding indirect planning, and ensuring 
the system of autonomy in production and commerce for 
the basic economic units and the economic organiza- 
tions. With a spirit of renovating planning, we musi 
immediately bring an end to the assigning of temporary 
plans or assigning materials and raw matenals norms 
that are not based on the output called for by the legal 
norms. The situation of arbitrarily adjusting plans and 

causes considerable difficulties for the installations and 
makes a mess of the enterprises’ accounting, musi be 
brought to an end. Tying contracts in with cconomic 
contracts and production with marketing will create a 
new transformation in work methods, which will become 
dynamic and effective. The enterprises must, on the 
basis of the specific legal norms, find customers and 

or penetra op de apy ber 

produced in accordance with 
orders for goods by the state, or goods produced by 
enterprise from materials it obtains, must be covered by 
production, materials supply, and marketing contracts, 
in accordance with the common regulations. 

5616 

Cooperative Members Receive Knitting Machines 
From Abroad 
42090113B Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAl PHONG 
in Vietnamese 5 Jan 88 p / 

[Text] In Precinct 11, 13 cooperative member families in 
the Nam Long, Tan Lap Thanh, Phuc Hung, Lien 
Thanh, and Tan Hiep Hung knitting cooperatives have 
received from relatives living abroad 13 knitting 
machines valued at more than | $0,000 dollars. They are 
24-needle knitting machines with between 38 and $2 
spindies which are used to knit jersey yarn at cloth 
widths between 1.6 and 1.8 meters. Many of the 
machines have attained a productivity of 50 kilograms of 
yarn a day. To encourage the cooperative members to 
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receive additional machines from reiatives living 
abroad, Precinct 1! provided the following guidance: 
people who have just received machines may contribute 

have just been received receive prority im supplying 
sufficient electricity, receive an income tax exemption 
until the cost of the machine is recovered, receive 
priority in withdrawing moncy for production, receive 
assistance in the form of raw materials, ctc. 

Many families in Precinct | 1 with relatives living abroad 
have also received many types of new zig-zag stitch 
machines and three-needle sewing machines. 

5616 

Speech Sets Goals for Hanoi's Marine Products 

42090 17 Hanoi HANOI MOI in Vietnamese 
7 Jan 88 pp 2.4 

Products Sector, With Annual Producti-n of 7,000- 
10,000 Tons of Fresh Water Fish Set As Its Goal, Serves 
the Capital City’s People, Workers, and Civil Servants”: 
date and location of speech not given] 

People’s Committee in order to strive to boost produc- 
tion to 7,000-10,000 tons of fish per year in the coming 

and to reduce the costs of shipping sea fish to 

In order to reach that goal, in 1987 the Hanoi marine 
sector made many efforts to overfulfill its 
instance, the total area devoted to rarsing fish 

tuals being excluded) to the municipality's budget. 

The above-mentioned success reflected a great effort on 
the part of the cadres, workers, and civil servants in the 
marine products sector and the municipality's support. 

is now ready to get fish from them, with deliveries 
scheduled in January and February | 988. The 6 cooper- 
atives have also overfulfilled their goal by 



policy of switching some of its low noeficids to raising 
fish. It is : . 

producing cooperatives, last year invested in the con- 
struction of |,000 sq m of brick embankments and 4,000 
sq m of concrete embankments as it intended to produce 
820 tons of fish in 1988. 

The sector conducted studies and research and success- 
fully applied such topics of scientific research as “raising 
fish with waste water.” “protecting ca ro phi (Tilapia 
mossambica) from the cold weather with lukewarm 
industrial water.” and “fighting the phenomenon of fish 
floating with their heads up in the Lenin Park lake.” Its 
cadres did not stop there. They continued research on 
processing fish food, raising ca long (Hemibargus 
clongatus), growing pearls in Ho Tay Lake, raising tom 
cang xanh (a variety of shrimp) in Dong Da Lake, and so 

prises, hosprials, and schools serving 235,460 customer- 

capital city with 120 tons of sea fish and dried fish. 
nearly 180 tons of fresh water fish. and 100,000 Iners of 

—To raise fish im a total area of 6,600 hectares, an 
increase of 2.4 percent over 1987. 

—To produce a total of 5,800 tons of fish, an increase of 
7.8 percent, with the state-operated enterprises to pro- 
duce 500 tons and the 6 fish cooperatives 2,200 tons, an 

In order to achieve these goals the sector has now taken 
a number of technical production measures, mostly 
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In future years the sector will change over strongly to 
raising shrimp for export and ensure that the volume of 
shnmp accounts for $0 percent of the total export index. 
The area was increased from $0,000 
hectares to 120,000 hectares, but the velume of culti- 
vated shrimp caported accounted for only 25 to 
percest of the shrimp export volume because of low 
productivity. During the 1988-1990 3-year period the 
aquatx products sector will endeavor to double the 1 | | 
YJan 88 pp i.4 
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the state. Operations of the Coal Iimport-Export Corpo- 
ravon (COALIMEX) have been shifted to service woth 2 
Stipulated rate commission im Vietnamese currency 

Research smstitutes have shifted to a mechanism of 

meters in shafts have been prepared. exceeding the 
planned level by |.5 percent and an increase of 58 
percent over | 986. 

7300 

in Vietnamese 6 Jan 88 p / 

[Article by Thanh Hai: “Tuy Ha Oil Refinery in Dong 
Nai Ready To Receive Initial Materials and Equip- 
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In 1988 the Oil Refinery will construct housing and 
complete installations to serve 3,000 cadres to construct 
that industrial zone. The construction volume will be 
nearly four times greater than that of 1987. When 
construction is completed, the Tuy Ha oil refinery indus- 
trial zone in Dong Nai wil! have a capacity of 3 million 
tons a year. 

$616 

Installation of Components at Phuoc An To Cut 
Waste, Create ‘Solar Village’ 
42090115B Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 

in Vietnamese9 Jan 88 p 1 

[Article by Tran Loc: “Building the Phuoc An ‘Sun 
Village” ] 

[Text] In the center of Phuoc An hamlet, Phuoc Vinh An 
village, Cu Chi District, there stands a solar-powered 
agricultural products drying platform with a capacity of 
80 kilograms per day, a wind-mill generator with a 
capacity of 200 watts, two solar panel batteries with a 
total capacity of 55 watts, to supply electricity to a wired 
broadcasting station, a public TV, and an electric clock, 
and a solar-powered water-heating system to serve a 
day-care center and a clinic, that were installed to serve 
production and the lives of the local people. That is the 
premise for the construction of the Phuoc An “solar 
village.” 

The agricultural products drying platform will help the 
people avoid wasting time in drying rice and peanuts 
during the summer-fall season—during which there are 
unpredictable periods of rain and sun—and will reduce 
losses by about 15 percent. According to plan, by 1990 
Phuoc An will become a “solar village” with a system of 
equipment consisting of three agricultural products dry- 
ing platforms with a total capacity of 3.5 tons a day, five 
electricity-generating windmills and four solar panel 
batteries with a total electricity generating capacity of 3 
Kw, a system to supply hot water to the clinic and 
day-care center, and 35 biogas pits. 

5616 

Thu Duc Electronics Firm Earns Much Foreign 
Exchange 
420901134 Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 3 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] Beginning to apply the mechanism of autonomy 
in production, the Viettronics Electronics Enterprise in 
Thu Duc entered into joint operations with the Vung 
Tau Tourism Corporation and the Vung Tau branch of 
the Foreign Trade Bank in order to have additional 
sources of foreign exchange, study the production of 
products to mect the needs of the market, and help speed 
up the capital flow cycle. At present 40 customer units 
purchase products from the enterprise with foreign 
exchange. The amount of foreign exchange accumulated 
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by the enterprise in 1987 was equal to the amount 

accumulated during the previous 5-year period (1982- 
1986). Its bank deposits of both Vietnamese money and 
foreign exchange were higher than in previous years. 

This year the enterprise will produce a number of 
additional new products, such as the JVC 26-inch TV 
and the PC350 radio cassette. 

$616 

Farmers Balk at ‘Unreasonable’ Rate 
42090120c Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 

11 Jan 88 p 2 

[Article by Bat Phu: “Agricultural Story: Phosphate 
Fertilizer Stagnating in Warehouse While Fields ‘Hun- 
ger’ for Phosphate”) 

[Text] All farmers want large amounts of fertilizer to 
engage in intensive cultivation and increase crop yields. 
Fertilization at the right time and in the right way 
alleviates the harmful effects of insects and disease and 
increases crop yields. 

In the depleted fields of Dong Anh District (outside of 
Hanoi), increasingly larger amounts of fertilizer are 
required to conduct intensive cultivation and multicrop- 
ping, improve the so’!, and increase soil fertility. While 
achieving the mechanism of product contracts with 
laborers, the entire district looked everywhere for 
sources of nitrate fertilizer, phosphate fertilizer and 
potash to supply the farmer. No matter how much 
chemical fertilizer reached the district, it was used 
immediately by the farmers and a shortage of phosphate 
fertilizer exists for the crops at that location. In every 
location and region of Dong Anh, the fields suffer a 
serious “hunger” for phosphate. During 1987, the dis- 
trict had 27 cooperatives that all signed economic con- 
tracts with the district. The farmers used up to 2,700 
tons of chemical fertilizer of all kinds (not counting the 
amount of fertilizer purchased on the outside market for 
their contract fields). This included about 1,000 tons of 
Lam Thao phosphate fertilizer. At that time, the price 
per kilogram of phosphate fertilizer was 2.5 dong. 

At the middle of 1987, the state changed the formula of 
exchanging phosphate fertilizer for grain to an exchange 

‘rate of | kilogram of phosphate fertilizer for .9 kilogram 
of paddy. The farmers felt this was unreasonable and 
would not trade. 

Dong Anh District foliowed the directions of the Munic- 
ipal People’s Committee to exchange | kilogram of 
phosphate fertilizer for .6 kilogram of paddy. The farm- 
ers would still not respond. At the end of 1987, when the 
district signed contracts to supply fertilizer to the coop- 
eratives, the total chemical fertilizer for this year 
declined to 1,900 tons (a reduction of nearly 30 percent 
compared with 1987). In phosphate fertilizer, the reduc- 
tion was from |,000 tons in 1987 to about 600 tons ths 
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year. Meanwhile, the district has more than 300 tons of 
phosphate fertilizer stockpiled in the warehouse but no 
customers to buy it for their fields. 

On the other hand, the district's winter crop area this 
year has increased by more than 1,000 hectares over last 
year. This is a pleasant achievement. However, it is also 
a matter of concern because of the fertilizer shortage for 
the Sth-month—spring rice crop. The stabie manure was 
all used on the winter crop, the period of least soil drying 
during the entire year, with an adverse effect on inten- 
sive cultivation to increase crop yields. 

In Dong Anh, there are many regions of marshy and 
infertile soil “hungry” for phosphate fertilizer. However, 
with the unreasonable rate of exchange between phos- 
phate and paddy, the farmer will not fertilize. This is a 
contradiction restricting investment in and rapid intro- 
duction of technical advances to the fields of Dong Anh 
right during this winter-spring season. 

It is hoped that price researchers and policy setting 
agencies will urgently examine this matter to give the 
farmers peace of mind in investment for intensive culti- 
vation to increase crop yields. 

7300 

Light Industry Sector Stresses Cooperative 

42090107B Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 15 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] The Ministry of Light Industry has just directed 
the units and installations under it to put off the con- 
struction of its headquarters and unnecessary project 
items in 1988 in order to concentrate capital and mate- 
rials on the key projects, especially those included in the 
cooperative programs with the Soviet Union and the 
other countries. 

In order to increase the quantities of cloth and yarn 
exported, this year the textiles sector must complete the 
construction of, and install machinery in, the yarn mill 
in Hue, and expand the Thang Loi textile mill and a 
number of other textile and leather mills in the north. 
The paper sector will concentrate on installing machin- 
ery in order to bring the entire pulp-making system 
(which employs new technology) at the Tan Mai Paper 
Mill into production by the end of this year (this project 
is being built with the cooperation of France). Clothing, 
hat-making, and shoe-making enterprises are also being 
constructed or expanded, in order to receive equipment 
from the Soviet Union and other countries to complete 
the production lines and increase production capacity. 
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Federation of Cement Enterprises Increase Output 
42090104A Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
4 Jan 88 pp 1, 4 

[Text] With strong determination, in 1987, the factories 
of the Federation of Cement Enterprises increased their 
production and marketing of cement beyond the 1.5 
million mark, an increase of 170,000 tons over 1986, and 
produced 3.17 million sq m of fibro cement roofing 
panels, an increase of 170,000 sq m. The results that 
were attained signified a transformation, in a spirit of 
renovation, throughoui the federation. 

The federation played a role of organizing and managing 
production. Mutual assistance among the factories was 
closer and more effective. The relationships between the 
cement sector and the units of the energy, transportation, 
foreign trade, and other sectors were improved and were 
oriented toward production. During the first quarter of 
1987, with the assistance of the communications-trans- 
portation sector the Federation transported more than 
$0,000 tons of clinkers from the Hoang Thach and Bim 
Son mills to the crusher at Thu Duc, thus contributing 
notably to the quantity of cement supplied to the south- 
ern provinces. That opened up a new direction for 
achieving economic effectiveness in supplying cement to 
the southern provinces in 1988 and in future years. 

Last year more attention was paid to the quality of the 
cement produced by the mills. The bagged P300 cement 
produced by the Hoang Thach Cement Mill was awarded 
a state Class-! quality seal. During the last 6 months of 
the year, the quality of the various kinds of cement 
produced by the Bim Son Cement Mill was more stable. 
Many negative phenomena, waste, losses, and theft, and 
problems in the production and marketing processes 
were overcome. 

In 1988, the Federation of Cement Enterprises will 
concentrate on meeting three major goals: producing and 
supplying 1.61 million tons of cement and 3.2 million sq 
m of roofing pancls, restoring the mills’ capacities, and 
bringing an end to the rapid deterioration of vehicles, 
machinery, and equipment at the Bim Son and Hoang 
Thach mills; completing a number of capital construc- 
tion project items in order to complete the industrial 
production lines at the Hoang Thach, Bim Son, and 
(expanded) Ha Tien mills and the Dong Nai alumina 
cement mill in order to prepare for increasing output in 
future years. 

The Federation will improve its mode of supplying 
cement to the southern provinces by transporting more 
than 200,000 tons of clinkers from the Hoang Thach and 
Bim Son mills to be crushed at Thu Duc, which will 
enable the on-the-spot supplying of cement and reduce 
the ratio of loss caused by torn and ruptured bags during 
transportation, reduce the turn-around time of facilities, 
and balancing the crushing capacity at Thu Duc with the 
transportation and marketing capacities of the northern 
mills. 
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During the first quarter, achieving accomplishments to 
commemorate the Tradition Day (8 January) of the 
cement workers, the leadership and trade union of the 

cement federation launched an emulation movement to 

attain those three goals. Overcoming the situation of an 
excessive production backlog during the last months of 
the year, during the first quarter the Federation is 

Striving to produce and supply 395,000 tons of cement 

and 900,000 sq m of panels, in order to create stability in 
production and supplying. 

5616 

New Cement Mill Begins Operations in Son La 
42090104C Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
6 Jan 88 pl 

[Text] At the end of 1987 the Chieng Pac Cement Mill 
(Thuan Chau District, Son La Province), which has a 
capacity of 5,000 tons, officially began operations. Con- 
struction Corporation No | continued to construct the 
project, with capital totalling more than 20.6 million 
dong. In the construction process, the cadres and work- 
ers made many suggestions, improved techniques, and 

overcame difficulties regarding raw materials and mate- 
nals by producing its own bricks, tiles, and mortar in 
order to construct the project. It took the initiative in 

changing the technical procedures, used heat-treated 
rock, and reduced the natural or kiln drying times. The 
project was organized rationally and each phase was 

mechanized. The mill completed the installation of three 
machines capable of crushing 1.5 tons an hour, two 
scooping machines, a conveyor belt, a pelictizing 
machine, and complete utilities equipment. 

5616 

Livestock Statistics Published 
42090104D Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 
7 Jan 88 pp i, 4 

[Text] According to the Statistics General Department, 
as of | October 1987 the nation had a total of 12.05 
million hogs, which although only 96.2 percent of the 
plan norm was an increase of 2.1 percent over the same 
period last year. In the north there were more than 7.66 

million hogs (an increase of 2.5 percent) and in the south 
there were 4.38 hogs (an increase of 1.5 percent). 

The number of hogs increased in 31 provinces and 
municipalities, especially in Thuan Hai (13.8 percent), 
Thai Binh (10.7 percent), and Dac Lac (10.6 percent). In 
nine provinces—Ha Tuyen, Bac Thai, Hai Phong, Thanh 
Hoa, Cuu Long, Hau Giang, An Giang, Kien Giang, and 
Minh Hai—the number of hogs decreased by 0.1 to 15.6 
percent 

Although there were many difficulties with regard to feed 
and the unstable price of pigs, many production instal- 
lations and families still made all-out efforts to maintain 
and develop the number of sows. Therefore, by the end 
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of last year the number of sows had increased 3.2 percent 
over 1986 and accounted for 12.7 percent of all hogs. In 
a number of provinces in the Red River Delta the 
number of hogs has increased considerably, such as Thai 
Binh (19.2 percent), Hai Hung (13.7 percent), and Ha 
Bac (12.3 percent). 

An outstanding feature is that in many provinces the 
» pont of hogs did not increase notably, but thanks to 
the application of technical advances and the develop- 
ment of cross-bred commercial hogs (which account for 
52 percent of all meat hogs), the pork yields and quality 
improved rapidly. In 1987 the quantity of live marketed 
hogs amounted to 660,000 tons, 6.4 percent beyond the 
plan norm and an increase of 6.8 percent over 1986. The 
average weight of a marketed hog was 65.5 kilograms, an 
increase of 1.2 kilograms over the previous year. The 
localities were concerned with preventing and eliminat- 
ing diseases. Many districts set up livestock insurance 
corporations. However, the activities of a considerable 
number of them were ineffective. Many sick hogs were 
allowed to die, which prevented many livestock raisers 
from producing contentedly. 

In recent months, grain prices have increased rapidly 
and livestock raising has been unprofitable. Therefore, 
in many places, especially in the Mekong Delta prov- 
inces and in the municipalities and industrial zones, hog 
raising has not developed. Therefore, the number of hogs 
will decrease and pork will be scarce during the first 
months of the year. 

The nation has a total of more than 2.75 million water 
buffaloes, au increase of 3.5 percent, and 2.37 million 
cattle, an increase of 6.7 percent, over the same period 
last year. The number of draft water buffaloes has 
increased 4.1 percent. The number increased especially 
during the 1986-1987 winter-spring period, when the 
weather was warm. The water buffalo death rate fell 
considerably. In 1987 38,000 water buffaloes died, 64.1 
percent of the number which died in 1986. 

In general, in 1987 the number of water buffaloes 
increased in all areas in comparison to 1986, but the rate 
of increase was slow and there is still a shortage of draft 
power in many places, especially in the Mekong and Red 
River deltas. 

5616 

Minh Hai To Invest Heavily in Transportation 
Sector 
42090113D Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
in Vietnamese 7 Jan 88 p 1 

[Text] Minh Hai Province is broken up by rather com- 
plicated terrain, especially during the rainy season. At 
the same time, the province produces a large quantity of 
agricultural products and the transporting of materials 
for production is an urgent problem. The province plans 
to invest in the transportation sector, during the plan 
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period extending until! 4 about 800 million dong 

wbilize additional capital trom the people to construct 

a network of rural roads in the uding roads 

connecting the district seals and the ec nomic-social 

clusters m the area. purchase additional venhicies and 

boats and. espe Ip transportation routes 

from rivers to the $ nd im ¢ the Ca Mau port 
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Burglars of Foreign Trade Warehouses Arrested in 
Nghe Tinh 
J 00 T08a }/ ; \J/ ] \ Dan y I Crnavies 

7 Jay sand 

[Article by Luu Vinh. of the Ministry of Intenor 

[Text] Since the end of October, 1987. burglaries of state 

property have taken pla n foreign trade warehouses 

across Nghe Tinh Province. resultine in serious losses of 

socialist property. Finding the overb ng actions of these 
perpetrators intolerable. after many nights and davs of 

continuous surveillance of sites and suspects the public 

security torces of Nghe Tinh Pr win deploved on the 

night of 29 December 1987 and appre hended red-handed 

six burglars and shot one to death while they were engaged 
in the theft of property at a foreign trade warehouse in Do 

I uong District. The public secu forces seized property 

valued at 2.500.000 dong and confiscated an automobile 

bearing the license number KC -46-81. forged documents, 
handguns uniforms, Dolt-cutters. anesthetics 

cash, and other paraphernalia used by the burglars in the 

commission of The gang consisted of Pham Van 

Duc (alias Thinh. Tran Van Anh. Pham Van Duc (alas 

Trung). Hoang Van Luu (alias “Tall Ha”). Nguyen Van 

Dong. Tran Van Hoang. Ma: Xuan Cuong, Tran Van Hai 
Le Duc Ha (alias “Black Ha”). and Tran Van Tam (alas 

Hong) 

‘ 
ry 

military 

crimes 

At the beginning of 198" 

“the Unni of of members were 

ea-servicemen and professional hoodlums. The “objec- 

warchouses in which large quan- 

tities of Slate property were “warchouses near 

public communications routes remote 
deserted places. places with security weaknesses and unso- 

Their pla the 

burglarize. anesthetize any 

eanized | pane called 

which the mapori 

tives. thes selected wer 

ncentrated 

and located in 

lites ns were ta) case phisticated guard tac 

warehouses thes intended to 

guard dogs present, and cut clectrical lighting and tele- 
phone lines. They would lock the doors to sleeping quar- 

ters of cadres and guard personne! or tie them shut with 

steel wire from the outside $0 that wt the alarm sounded 

thes could not get out. The, would use bolt-cutters to 

break into the warchouses and steal the property. when 

thes ACTE d \ \ red tre \ Gus A af) ns i frercels 
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resist. For mobility and Quick @cl-avass. Ihe v mace con- 

tact with Nguven Van Dong. a driver in the 260th Regi- 

ment (Military Region 3). who used his vehicle im the 

burglaries 

With these plans. since the end of October. 1987, they 

perpetrated successive burglaries of property trom for- 

eign trade warehouses in Quynh Luu. Huong Son, and 
Do Luong Districts in Nghe Tinh Province and Bo Trach 

District of Binh Tm Thien Province. stealing a large 
, volume of property consisting of consumes 

agricultural products for export .alued at more than 16 

goods and 

million dong. On the night of 29 December 1987. while 

in the act of burglarizing a foreign trade warchouse 

within the environs of Do Luong District. they were 

apprehended by the Nghe Tinh Public Securrty Forces in 
the possession of stolen property 

fier 2 hours of fierce fighting with the gang. Captain 

Nguyen Cong Thict. deputy commander of the Do 
Luong District Public Security Forces and commander 

of a surveillance team. was badly wounded. Fellow 

cadres, and the px 

Hult nis 

ple rushed him 

uNncs were oo 

members of the force 
10 the hospital tor treatment 

severe and he died. sacrificing his life as a model of 

resolute Struggle The provincial committice and director 

of the public security forces of Nehe Tinh Province 

decided to launch a drive to study ( aptain Nguven C ong 

Thiet’s example of fighting valor 

YR ORB 

Private Cars in Ho Chi Minh City Increase 
42090108h Ho Chi Minh ¢ SMUGON GIALPHONG 

in Vietnamese 18 Jan 88 pl 

ssuance of 

15 December 1987 

purchasx and 

heen more and 

[Text] SAIGON GIAL PHON(G,—Atter th 

the Municipal People’s Committee s 

communique on not limiting th 

exchange of passenger cars. there has 
more of these vehicles in city trattic evers 

sal 

day 

more and more Every day. garages in the city contain 

private passenger cars awaiting repair. Prices of this typz 

of vetucle have doubled since the mmuniguc was 

issued. The price of a Datsun 1000. Mazda or 
Tovota, previously 2-3 million dong. has gone up to 4-5 

million dong 

| ey) 

Responding quickly to the market. the First Precinct 
Service Corporation opened an automobile purchasing 

sale. and consignment establishment at No 3 Le Lar 

Street 

f the Council of 

graduall, reducing the 
haquidating and selling 

individuals. Prices 

of the market in 

Implementing the conservation polr 

Ministers, the state 1s present!) 

number of its passenger cars hy 

off a number of old cars to privat 

must therefore be set truly close to thos 
pro ri\ order oO avoid Losses 10 Stats 

QR YW) 
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